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PEEFACE.

Since the publication of the Laws and Customs

of Racing in 1852, the amusement of the Turf

has rapidly spread wherever the British flag pro-

claims the Anglo-Saxon race. In America, in

India, in China, the silk jacket is in request. On

the Continent of Europe racing flourishes, and

France, as usual, takes the lead. She deserves to

triumph—no expense has been spared to procure

our most valuable blood, our very best stallions,

and to hire our cleverest trainers ; and France has

produced the best horse since the days of Bay

Middleton.

" Palmam qui meruit ferat."

Every true sportsman must rejoice in the triumph

of the English racehorse, the Anglo-Aralian,

Under any colours and in any country which may

have the good fortune to possess them. Horse
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racing is a public benefit; any pursuit wbich

produces a similarity of taste excites in an equal

ratio a friendly feeling. National dislikes are

owing to a faulty system of education, and to the

monomania of religious intolerance. I therefore

hail the extension of the sport as a general benefit

to mankind, and as the medium of a more ex-

tended philanthropy. But as in all subjects

there is a reverse, and as human institutions

carry within themselves the germs of their own

dissolution, I v»'ill not ignore the enemy which

always tlu-eatens our extinction, "excessive

gambling," or the obnoxious tendencies which

are transparent when large sums of money are

dependent upon the issue of a race. Betting on

a great scale frequently produces grievous results,

and the wholesome excitement of a fine race, or

the patriotic inducement of improving the breed

of horses, become secondary considerations.

" Nunc juvenem imparibus video concurrere fatis,

Parcarumque dies et vis iniraica propinquat
—

"

We have now arrived at the 13th and 14th

generations from the imported Barbs and Arabians

;

there is nothing to be compared to them for

speed, high courage, and stability. With a great

object in view for 200 years, we have attained a
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marvellous success by adhering to one system

—

always seeking the best stallions, and by confining

the breed to the pure blood of the sons of the

desert.

There is an ignorant notion abroad that the

thoroughbreds have degenerated, because so many

are broken down before they are four years old.

It is no wonder, if we reflect that in these railroad

times the young horses a.re destroyed by gallop-

ing and racing for ten months in the year, two-

year-olds running three and four times in a week.

It is the old story—killing the goose for the golden

eggs—otherwise there is no deterioration ; on the

contrary, the racehorse never was so good. When
their equals are to be found, there will be an

orthodox feeling for national jealousy. A very

absurd crusade has been got up against light

weights and short courses. Some writers con-

demn the system, on the plea that it is a deteri-

oration of the sport, and an encouragement to

gamble. This is genuine twaddle, for as far as

gambling is concerned, the more interesting the

race, the more celebrated the competitors, the

higher will be the speculations and the scale of

betting. Eacing without gambling is a hypo-

critical cant ; every man is a gambler, whether he

risks five shilling or five thousand pounds. The
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morning papers quote tlie odds every Tuesday and

Friday. The sporting papers encourage gambling

in all its branches,—advertisements from List

Houses, from touts, from prophets who never err

after the horses have passed the winning post,

form the principal staple of their trade ; without

these ingredients they could not exist. Men must

play their game according to their cards. If their

horses are jades, they will hold fast to short

courses; if they are slow and stout, they can

expatiate on the merits of the Beacon Course.

It is bad policy to restrict any person in his

amusements when they neither border on cruelty

or injustice, and unwise legislation to forbid short

races to be run at Newmarket, the policy of which

has tended to increase the number of short races

on the country race-courses, to the prejudice of

the interests of the racing metropolis ; the only

excusable interference on the part of the Jockey

Club was to forbid yearlings running for public

stakes under the penalty of future disqualification.

There was sound sense in this resolution ; but as

far as light weights and short courses are con-

cerned, the lighter the weight the less chance of

breaking down the horse, and the shorter the

course, the oftener you can run your liorses with-

out detriment. As all the great prizes are restricted
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to long courses, eyery breeder tries to produce

the stoutest horse. A horse which can stay two

miles is worth 2,000?. ; a speedy jade is not worth

200?. There is no premium more sought for than

this. In racing, wind is strength ; a good heart

and fine lun^ in a delicate frame constitute

stoutness. A hunting man's definition of a

stout horse is a square, well-shaped animal up

to 15 stone. This class often corresponds with

our speedy T. Y, C. winners, generally on a

grand scale. I have heard a celebrated Nim-

rod remark that the stoutest hunters he had

ever known were thoroughbreds, notorious for

speed, which could not get beyond six furlongs at

Newmarket, In following hounds, when the

cocktails were galloping, they were cantering.

These great horses increase in numbers every

year, because we generally breed by the largest

stallions. Large horses, like big men, run fast,

and seldom stay a distance, but they can carry

weight, and under 16 stone would beat little clear-

winded horses like Tim Whiffler, over six miles,

when the latter would double distance them at

light weights. Horses, like greyhounds, produce

three remarkable runners out of 2,000. All

stoutness and speed is by comparison—the re-

pudiated jades which win short races at light
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weights, and are condemned by critics as good for

nothing, would beat tht celebrated Arabs at heavy

weights for twenty miles, and this is the only

country in the world where their worth is ignored.

Starting back to the old King's Plate weights,

12 st. 2 lbs., and four-mile heats, the system miglit

be congenial to New Zealanders ; but in these

enlightened days, when cruelty to animals is at

a discount, no man with the common feelings of

humanity would propose to revive our ancient

barbarism.



HORSE RACING.

CHAPTEE I.

0^ THE STATE OF THE ENGLISH TURF IN 1865.

The number of horses in training has increased

'pari passu with the wealth of the country. They

may be calculated at 2,500, exclusive of steeple-

chasers and the yearlings which are taken up

between July and December ; they have doubled

in thirty-nine years. The votaries of racing may

be multiplied by ten.

Although the condition of the Turf is in a pros-

perous state where it is protected by gentlemen

—

for instance, at Ascot, where there is more money

actually given to be run for than on any eight

country race-courses in England, because there

are no deductions, fees, charges for weights and

scales, or illicit sales by auction, and the entrance-

money is paid to the second horse, according to

the ancient law of the land; and again at New-

B
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market, where no revenue is derived from racing-

stands, or from the public who destroy our turf by

a thousand vehicles of all descriptions and by two

thousand horsemen—I can name no other race-

courses with grand stands, excepting Brighton,

which do not enjoy a revenue very incompatible

with the amount of money they actually give for

racing prizes.

To meet the demands of so many aspirants for

fame, or for more substantial benefits, many 'of

the old established race-courses are re-opened to

initiate second and third meetings, not for the

love of sport, but for the certainty of making a

good investment and a lucrative speculation. With

this object, never to be lost sight of, nothing can

be worse than the exactions perpetrated at most

of the country meetings under the sanction of

corporations of racing cities, and by the lessees of

the race-courses. They are balanced by the docility

of the horse-owners, who imagine, that by the

assistance of the friendly handicapper—who is the

clerk of the course or the lessee—they may win

a great stake, forgetting that for favours to be

received there may be many competitors with

equal claims for light weights, and that the system

of handicapping every petty plate, when the clerk

of the course is master of the situation, and can
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dispense his favours without being called to ac-

count, is the bane, and will be the destruction of

country races. A new source of profit has been

lately introduced by the lessees of race-courses to

put up to auction the winners of selling stakes and

to pocket the overplus ; which by the 56th Eule of

racing is the perquisite of the owner of the second

horse. As this is a lucrative business—14,000Z. per

annum paid out of the pockets of horse-owners

—

selling plates of a paltry amount are introduced on

every occasion ; winners to be sold for all prices,

with allowances of weight ; and the bait is very

tempting to a great gambler. He enters a 500Z.

horse, winner to be sold for 30Z., backs him for all

the money in the ring, and then repurchases him

for his real value, or makes a bargain with the lessee

before the race, and the sale is fictitious. As far as

the race is concerned, the moment the favourite has

apparently an advantage, the other horses pull up

to avoid the unenviable place of second, and the

fair sportsman has no chance to win. If the Jockey

Club would interpose to correct this lawless system

they might offer a compromise which would par-

tially redress the evil, viz. by passing a law, that

when winners are sold by auction, the owner of

the second horse is entitled to receive a moiety of

the surplus. This policy is established at the

b2
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Brighton Club, and gives general satisfaction.

Then the horses would be fairly run out to secure

the second money.

One hundred and thirty years ago, so many

robberies took place on the minor race-courses in

England, in running for petty prizes, which are

re-established in the present day, with the same

result, that an Act of Parliament was passed in

1740, to render illegal every plate under the value

of 50?., with a penalty of lOOZ. to the printer or

publisher of the programme, and a fine of 2001.

for any person who started a horse for a smaller

stake, excepting at Newmarket and Hambleton.

This Act was repealed in 1844, without due

consideration. It was hurried through Parliament,

to assist a private job, an information having been

laid against an influential person for running two

horses in a race, which forfeited the best horse to

the informer.

What happened before, always happens again.

We are now retrograding to wretched 30Z. Plates

and small prizes, and it is again advisable to renew

a similar Act.

In the amusing statistics which appear in the

sporting papers during the recess, no editor ven-

tures to trespass on the forbidden ground, viz. the

actual amount of money given for racing prizes in
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proportion to the revenue received from grand

stands, sales by auction, deductions from stakes,

entrance money, and weights and scales. I have

spoken to a gentleman of great experience con-

nected with the press, respecting these impositions

His answer was, " We dare not mention the subject,

or we should lose the pecuniary advantages of

publishing the progTammes." Thus the interests

of the horse-owners are unprotected. The receipts

of the great stands at Ascot, Epsom, Doncaster,

and elsewhere have increased from 50 to 75 per

cent, in the last ten years. It might be considered

just and politic that the stand proprietors should

augment the amount of their racing prizes in pro-

portion to their revenues ; such an idea is not in

unison with their domestic habits. They inherit

what Canning described to be " the fault of the

Dutch, giving too little and asking too much."

To illustrate my statement I will take the

racing metropolis of the North, " Doncaster," so

celebrated for its liberality to the Turf. In 1864

the corporation voted 1,200Z. to the racing com-

mittee, who advertised 2,200?. in prizes ; but then

deductions from their otvn stakes, the entrance

money, the sales by auction, weights and scales,

charges for expenses from the winners of the

St. Leger and Park Hill Stakes (to which they
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never contribute sixpence) amounted to 1,435Z. 10s.

—although the revenue from the stands has in-

creased from 4,000/. to nearly 7,000Z. in ten years

;

still the same 1,200?. is annually voted; still the old

song, 200?. to the Great Yorkshire Stakes, ivinner

to ^aij hack 50Z. ; Doncaster Stakes lOOZ. added,

winner to return 20?. for expenses ; ignoring the

fact that they are paid twenty times over. The

only improvement which has taken place is owing

to some feeling of compunction, that as the racing

community enriches the corporation, and pays aU

the rates and taxes, the authorities have at last

forbidden the saints to vilify us with damnatory

placards from the trees in the avenue leading to

the race-course. We pay dearly for our plenary

indulgence, considering the races put 50,000Z. into

the Doncaster pockets. At York, where they have

illegally received in two years 2,lo8?. for sales by

auction, they cannot afford to give a miserable

50?. Plate without a demand of 6?. from the

winner hesides the entrance money. On all other

points I willingly testify to the efficiency and to

the integrity of the handicapper and the racing

officials of York and Doncaster; it is not their

fault that the above exactions are imposed. On

other race-courses the same black mail is levied,

and great concessions expected for favours con-
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ferred. It is difficult to give up malpractices when

they are lucrative. What can be in worse taste

than to advertise a 1001. Plate winner to pay back

20?.? Why not have the honesty to call it an

801. Plate ? The winner of this fictitious lOOZ.

carries the extra penalty for winning 1001.

According to the 64th Kule the deduction is not

allowed. The winner is therefore doubly imposed

upon.

The owner of a racehorse in the United King-

dom is like Cain, the hand of every man who

profits by the trade is against him. From the

moment a horse leaves home to meet his engage-

ments, hay, oats, stabling, accommodation for the

groom, rise in value 100 per cent.—imposed upon

by racing committees, pillaged by the lessees,

cheated by the publicans, liable to be poisoned

by the sinners, and certain to be anathematized

by the saints. The horse returns with a cough,

or lame by running on some atrocious course, and

the lad in charge, who was a trustworthy servant,

is probably contaminated by the company he has

associated with at the pubKc-houses.

I have enumerated the golden nuggets which

inspire clever speculators to establish races within

a reasonable distance of the metropolis. With high

patronage and a well attended ring, and heavy
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betting, 2,000?. may be picked up in three days

by a clever handicapping lessee out of the pockets

of the liberal horse-owners. It is from the public

who enjoy the sport the proprietors of courses

should draw their legitimate gains, and not from

the ow^ners of horses, to whom they are indebted

for existence and for every shilling of their revenue,

but wTong-headed racing men are always to be

found, who, blind to the public good and to the

interests of the Turf, conspire with the lessees to

promote their own private interests. There is an

old truism, that when we suffer evils to exist beyond

a certain point, the remedy is at hand—wanted a

Hercules to cleanse this Augaean stable.



On the State of the Law,

CHAPTEE n.

ON THE STATE OF THE LAW.

The modern improvements in racing are the

assistant starter, with his flag and the Telegraph

board. The latter is a necessity to the racing

public, and indispensable with a large field of

horses. It appears extraordinary that races should

have been conducted without this necessary ap-

pendage for so many years; but the Telegraph

is not a legal requirement, or alluded to in the

* Rules of Eacing,' excepting when an alteration

be made after the numbers are exhibited. The

stewards may fine the owner, trainer, or jockey,

but the stewards have no power to disqualify a

winner if his number never appears on the Tele-

graph; and if the jockey omits or refuses to

weigh before the race, or if after any false starts

a horse duly entered arrives in time to take his

place at the starting post, and comes in first, he is

the legal winner of the race. The owner or

trainer may be fined 50^. for the absence of the
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number on the Telegrapli, and the jockey mulcted

lOZ. for not previously weighing by Kules 36-37.

Errors are occasionally made by putting up

wroDg numbers or by an omission ; the latter is

freely forgiven and overlooked when it alludes to

a beaten horse, but unmercifully condemned when

he turns up the winner. The King complains

when a number is taken down after that horse has

been backed ; this occurrence hits the fieldsmen

in a non P.P. race, but sometimes it happens that

a horse wins whose number has never appeared

;

that produces a similar despondency on the minds

of the backers of the favourites. There will be

no advantage to either party by twisting or alter-

ing the laws to meet these contingencies. The

Tomato case at Ascot was a singular instance of

the unaccountable ignorance of the 'Kules of

Betting.' It was wonderful that there should

have been a difference of opinion respecting the

bets, when the race was officially adjudged to

Tomato ; it was clear as the English language

could dictate, that in this instance the interests of

the stakes and the bets were inseparable. It was

afterwards proposed, with a view to patronize the

gambling interests at the expense of the horse

owners, to disqualify every horse whose number did

not appear on the Telegraph fifteen minutes before
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tlie race ; again, to fine the owner 50?. and the

Clerk of the Scales 20Z. whenever a mistake was

made ; and a gentleman proposed that if a horse's

number intended to start be not exhibited or noti-

fied within fifteen minutes of the time appointed

for the race, the stewards should not allow him

to pass. It was likewise recommended that a box

should be placed, in which written notices should

be inserted, specifying the horse and jockey one

quarter of an hour before the race was fixed

;

after that period, all the other horses engaged to

be considered as having paid forfeit. Therefore if

a trainer or jockey should be delayed by false

starts in former races, which so constantly occurs

;

or if by some trick the servants should be one

minute too late—"The box is closed." Thus a

horse might be disqualified from starting for a

race like the Derby with a million of money at

stake. Again, a gentleman proposed " that a

horse whose number is on the Telegraph board

shall, ipso factoJ
be liable to pay the whole stake,

and that all bets against him should be constituted

Play or Pay. The effect of this proposition would

give every facility to commit robberies by putting

up a horse's number without intending to start

him, and then milk him to the last moment. On
the other hand, if a horse cantered lame before
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starting, or met with an accident, the honest

owner, in addition to his misfortune, would have

to pay the whole stake. It would be insane to

sacrifice the interests of the horse owner for the

benefit of men with a monomania for gambling.

" Who come like shadows, so depart."

The first duty of the Jockey Club is to protect

the horse-owners, who are the only pillars of

the Turf—their welfare is our ''summa lex;"

the interests of the betting gentlemen, a very

secondary consideration.

A revolution has taken place in racing during

the last fifty years : formerly, the object was to

win a great match, and the trial-horses ran in the

handicap stakes to ascertain the relative form of

the cracks, which were kept for match-making

—

that is an amusement which requires a quickness

of memory and a knowledge of the game. But

this general system of handicapping relieves an

idle man from the trouble of thinking ; if a person

loses a match, he may blame himself; but if his

horse is beaten in a handicap, " it is the fault of

that confounded handicapper," " who always lumps

my horses." A handicap is intended to encourage

bad horses, and to put them on a par with the
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best. It is a racing lottery—a vehicle for gambling

on an extensive scale, producing the largest field

of horses at the smallest expense.

K great deal ofnonsense is periodically published

on this subject: a gentleman, who had good horses

two years ago, proposed a class legislation limiting

the extent of weight to be carried by horses of the

same year, which in practice would have made a

large acceptance out of the question ; others are

horrified at the idea of an old horse winning with

a light weight.

A popular handicap apparently gives every

animal an equal chance to win within the limits

of 9 st. 7 lbs. and 5 st. 7 lbs. ; we know that in the

spring a bad three-year-old cannot beat a first-class

old horse over a distance of ground within that

margin ; that is the owner's look-out. Horses must

be weighted according to the handicapper's idea

of their merits, without any other regard to their

ao-e, than what he considers is commensurate with

their staying qualities. There are two parties to

the bargain : if the non-contents are in the majo-

rity, the handicap is a failure.

As long as gentlemen of known honour and

experience will take upon themselves the un-

thankful task of handicapping, racing will flou rish

when it gets into venal hands—when, after a race.
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tlie handicapping Clerk of the Course expects a

bonus, there is an end to the prosperity of the

Turf.

A high-weight standard is never popular ; horse

owners object to 9 st., although they have no objec-

tion to run in a Queen's Plate, carrying 10 st.

The recent alteration of the feather-weights being

raised from 4st. 7 lbs. to 5st. 7 lbs., puts bad

three-year-olds out of court, and diminishes the

field 15 per cent.

I have always been an advocate for a high scale ;

in 1852 I recommended that the Spring Handi-

caps should commence at 1 st. 7 lbs. Experience

teaches me that, owing to the prejudices of trainers,

a high standard is a certain failure with the best

calculation of weights ; and the Clerks of Courses

well know that a light-weight handicap, like a fat

horse, covers its own defects.

There is a clear conventional understanding,

that when horses are engaged to run certain dis-

tances, unless they complete the whole extent, the

race is void ; if horses, matched to run one mile,

run one mile and a quarter, the race is legal if

they gallop over the course prescribed, and pass

the proper winning-post : in a hurdle-race, with six

rows of hurdles to be jumped, if there are only

five rows placed, it is no race, but if accidentally
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seven rows are fixed, it does not detract from tlie

legality of the issue.

It is the duty of the ofScial authorities, the

stewards included, to see that the course assimi-

lates with the conditions prescribed, and to take

care that every facility is afforded to perform the

allotted task.

Although the starter has discretionary power to

take the horses 100 yards behind the post, there is

no law to Kmit the extension. A steward has

started the horses for the Chester Cup one quarter-

of-a-mile before they arrived at the post. At

Goodwood, 1860, the starter, after a dead-heat,

took the horses to the five-furlong mark instead of

the half-mile. In this instance the second horse,

Walloon, would have won if they had run the pre-

scribed course.

There is another state of the law imperfectly

understood : for 150 years, horses of a junior age

have been allowed to run for public money and

plates, for which they are apparently excluded

—

for instance. Bonny Black, in 1719, won the King's

Plate for five-year-old mares at Hambleton, she

being four years old; Eclipse, five years, won

the King's Plate for six-year olds, at Lewes, 1769
;

Bedford, three years, won the Hunter's Stakes at

Bedford, 1849, carrying four years' weight. On
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this principle, wliich has never been disputed,

a three-year-old can run for a plate for four-years

and upwards, or a two-year-old can be entered

for a three-year plate ; the interpretation signifying

they shall not exceed that age. This may be

wrong in theory, and not in accordance with the

articles of the race, but in practice it is harmless

;

if publicly known, it does not require revision.

The greatest improvement we have made at

Newmarket, is the protection we have afforded to

the horses, trainers, and jockeys, by surrounding

the weighing-room with open iron palisades, by

which means we exclude the idlers, and we avoid

the noise and confusion inseparable to mixed society

in a small room where silence and good order are

essentially necessary to enable the Clerk of the

Scales to weigh-out twenty jockeys in a limited

period of time. In country race-courses this is a

serious evil—the horses unsaddle in the midst of a

crowd, where jostling and a transfer of loose weights

may be easily made, and the weighing-rooms are

crowded with persons who ought to be excluded

by the police.
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CHAPTEE III.

ON THE RULES OF EACING.

In 1857 the Laws of Eacing were revised ; the

present mode is more concise, and I am at a loss

to discover any point on which a dispute can be

seriously raised, or where a difference of opinion

can exist in their interpretation.

The laws of racing were separated from those

of betting, and a formal declaration made by the

Jockey Club, Eule 10, that the Jockey Club and

the stewards thereof take no cognizance of any

disputes or claims with respect to bets. Here I

may remark that there is a wide distinction

between the interests of the Turf and the interest

of betting.

I allude to the practice of a person starting two

horses in a race, and declaring to win with the

worst if it suits his book. This is not racing, it is

an illegal conventional act to facilitate a gambling

transaction ; it has not a pleasing influence to see

the best horse puUed up, to make way for an

c
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inferior companion. In 1840 the Doncaster St.

Leger was won by Launcelot, and Maroon was

pulled up when he could have won by fifty yards

;

this is a dangerous modus operandi, not sanc-

tioned by the Jockey Club in 1838. Kesolved

—

" That it is the opinion of this Club that it is

necessary to declare the extreme disapprobation

of horses being started for races without the

intention on the part of the owners of trying to

win them," although these horses belonged to the

same owner there is no rule in the book to countenance

this transaction.

Another innovation was introduced in 1847,

which was then, and is now, in direct violation

with the 6th Eule of Eacing, viz. allowing two

horses belonging to the same owner to run for a plate

by a special clause in the conditions—this system

was established to enlarge the field, alias to increase

the entrance money ; it gave the owners an oppor-

tunity of declaring to win with the horse which

carried the money, thereby they enjoy the satis-

faction of setting the law at defiance ; for without

this clause both horses would be disqualified, and

by the old law, the best horse would be forfeited

to the informer.

The chief alterations are the specification of

feather-weights, Kule 3, the standard of which in
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the olden time was considered to be 4 st., and

feathers like catch weights were not called into

the scales, until it was discovered in 1841 that

Tripoli carried 7 st. 5 lbs. in the Feather Plate last

3 miles B. C. ; in 1862 the standard was fixed at

5 St. 7 lbs.

Kule 40 disqualifies a horse from running

if he carries less in a public race : this Kule

would not affect matches. On circular courses it

is a very humane regulation to protect children

from the accidents incidental to racing, but at

Newmarket it is superfluous legislation.

Kule 4, respecting Maidens, was until lately

confined to the United Kingdom; now it extends

to every country.

By rule 7, three subscribers constitute a sweep-

stakes, and if the number be reduced by death the

race is considered a sweepstakes as long as two

horses are left, the property of different persons

;

thus in the Juvenile Stakes at York, 1866, by the

death of Mr. Osborn, only Mr. Launde's two

horses remain, but Mr. L., having sold one of

them with his engagements, the sweepstakes

stands good.

Kule 9 raises the standard weight to 8 st. 10 lbs.,

the original St. Leger weight being for colts, 8 st.,

and the Epsom Derby, 8 st. 2 lbs.
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Kule 14 forbids yearlings to run for public

stakes under pain of disqualification, but this Kule

does not apply to matches, which are not public

races.

Eule 17.—A clause has been added to punish

persons who, by fraud or misrepresentation, suc-

ceed in starting a horse after he has been legally

scratched.

Kule 18 declares the nomination of a Produce

Stake to be void if the mare drops her foal before

the 1st of January.

Rule 24 now applies to horses and mares which

have produced winners in any country.

Kule 37.—In weighing horses before or after a

race, no whip or substitute for a whip shall be

allowed in the scales ; and a jockey riding a beaten

horse shall be fined not less than lOZ. nor exceeding

25Z., if he does not return to weigh after the race.

N.B.—It has always been optional to weigh

with the whip, or drop it and dechne to carry it

to the scales ; it has been ascertained that whips

loaded with quicksilver can be made to weigh

5 or 6 lbs., and exchanges have been made after

the race.

Kule 38 disqualifies horses carrying more than

2 lbs. overweight without a declaration at the pro-

per time : a due consideration is always made for
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overplus occasioned by exposure to heavy rain

and mud, and the stewards are bound to admit

the plea, and to give the defendants the benefit of

a doubt, when there is clearly no attempt at fraud.

The margin of 2 lbs. may be equally claimed when

the horse is registered*to carry extra weight.

In running the best of heats, declarations of

changing gentlemen riders for jockeys carrying

their specified extra weight, or vice versa, or any

other alterations of sur23lus weights may be legally

made thirty minutes before the time of starting,

by public notice affixed.

If a difference of opinion exists before the race

respecting the weight to be carried, the owner

may secure himself by declaring to carry the top

weight, if the stewards are absent, or are incom-

petent to decide.

Kule 40 is not applicable to matches.

Kule 51.—A merciful alteration has been made

in running heats, that when two horses have each

won a heat, they only can start again.

Rule 56 is evaded by a very disreputable system

of selling by auction, and thereby depriving the

owner of the second horse of his legal claim.

Rule ^Q.—There are three varieties of com-

plaints which must be made within three distinct

periods of time.
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1st. Complaints of foul riding, of horses not

running the proper course, or of any other irregu-

larities occurring in the race : these objections

must be made within fifteen minutes.

2nd. Objections to the qualifications of the

horse or of the rider, or of incorrect entrance,

must be brought before the authorities before the

meeting terminates.

3rd. In the event of fraudulent entry or nomina-

tion, running under a false description, the charge

may be investigated within the year: all these

alterations have been made since 1852.

In the minor country race-courses, the clerks

of the course advertise, " That in the event of a

dispute the decision of the stewards is final."

This exposes a wonderful ignorance of the British

constitution and of the laws of the land—it is

the boast of every man in this country that he

can appeal to a Court of Law if he fancies him-

self aggrieved. I am deeply impressed with the

incapability of a Court of Law to decide all

racing disputes, after hearing the late Lord Chan-

cellor Campbell instruct the jury, in a very simple

case at Cardiff, to ignore the rules of racing. He

explamed to them that they were the judges

of the law and the fact, when it was evident

neither the judge, counsel, or jury comprehended
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the point at issue. There are some cases of

horses running under a false description, or of

incorrect pedigree in which there may be a coun-

ter swearing, when it is very politic to appeal to a

Court of Law, to have the benefit of legal acute-

ness to elicit the truth—for instance, Kunning

Rein's trial in 1844 ; but the verdict in St. Giles's

trial Derby, 1832, was in violation of racing law

—

he was entered with an incorrect pedigree—tech-

nical objections are better disposed of by racing

men ; like disputes at whist or billiards, eminent

players or billiard markers form a better tribunal

than the whole bench of judges. The Jockey

Club, although considered by orthodox sportsmen

as the final court of appeal, never dream of

attempting to deprive any man of his lawful

rights to refer his grievance to a legal tribunal

—

we bow to the supremacy of the law.
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CHAPTEK ly.

ON STARTING—RIDING RACES—JOCKEYS.

The hete noire of racing is the unsatisfactory

system of starting, and the helplessness of

the official starter to control the audacity of

the young jockeys, who frequently set him at

defiance. Many persons ascribe the failures to

the numerous short races. But some of the worst

starts on record are of the Derby and St. Leger.

In the olden time, when the Baker started the

horses at Epsom, it was considered a good business

if they got off within the hour.

The late Lord Gr. Bentinck put an end to these

follies. Invested with full power to fine and sus-

pend, he had no difficulty in starting a large field

for a half-mile race. He laid down a rule that

the evidence of the jockey was not to be listened

to, and the statement of the starter not to be con-

tradicted. The theory was unconstitutional, but

in practice it worked well ; his success was perfect

;

the present situation of racing affairs differs widely
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from that of 1845. The number of races, and the

fields of horses have increased 30 per cent. During

Houghton Meeting we average ten races per

diem, an hour's delay of wheeling into line brings

s into the dark before we can accomplish our

programme ; so much therefore the greater neces-

sity for stern discipline and speedy justice.

In 1862 it was proposed to alter the 42nd Eule,

imposing fines for the three first offences, and to

substitute a suspension, according to the degi'ee of

the offence ; every man connected with the Turf

being aware that the fines were seldom paid by

the jockeys, they were added to the training bills.

Many horse-owners, standing to win a large stake,

would be happy to pay 2ol as a fair investment

for an advantageous start : the proposal was not

agreed to ; and the following spring the starting

was worse than ever. Therefore in 1863 the

Jockey Club unanimously passed the clause which

they had previously negatived. Suspension is our

only remedy, we have very few complaints under

the management of Mr. McGeorge, except occa-

sionally at the end of the Houghton Meeting,

because suspension at the end of the season is not

so onerous.

Nothing can be more disorderly than the system

of starting on the provincial race-courses. The
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starters are respectable men, but notoriously in-

capable. They have no control over the jockeys

and the public are sometimes induced to believe

that the starter has a pecuniary interest in some

particular horse ; or that he is determined to serve

in every instance one particular jockey. When
the jockeys behave ill, it is owing to their masters'

instructing them to get well off. Country stewards

will not efficiently support the starter by fining

and suspending ; then there is a scene of disorder.

We require a person of experience, whose authority

must be well supported by the stewards, who will

start his horses on a well-defined system, clearly

understood by the jockeys. This person must be

universally employed, for different systems produce

confusion. Newmarket and the principal race-

courses could afford to give him 600Z. per annum,

and money well laid out. No person fills a more

arduous or trustworthy situation, if he performs

his duty strictly and conscientiously. He may be

at variance with the eager jockeys, and occasionally

in bad odour with horse-owners, annoyed by the

suspension of their hired servants, to whose artless

narratives they lend a willing ear.

On the subject of riding races, I have little to

add to my remarks in 1852. A good judge of

pace, a fine hand, patience, good temper, and high
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courage are the requisites of a jockey. Short races

are detrimental to young riders; it encourages

them to fight for the start, and to ride like

chimney-sweeps on donkeys. I have never seen

worse riding than amongst the young crack jockeys

this autumn. Three great races were thrown away

by a celebrated young jockey, because he could

not wait ; and he would flog his horse. These boys

forget to keep a reserve ; if you order them to

wait till the last moment, up they go 100 yards

from home, take the lead, and the patient jockey

hunts him down and wins by a head. Thousands

of races are won by a judicious pull, and hundreds

are lost by the abuse of whip and spur.

" Parce puer stimulis, et fortius utere loris."

These are the most ancient and the best orders

on record. In riding a long race on a horse of

superior speed, study the clever instinct of the

lurcher in running down a hare: he never dis-

tresses himself by over-exertion ; he always keeps

a pull in hand when the hare is about to turn, he

stays away to command the enemy ; his tact is to

drive him to the fence and pounce upon him at

the moment he dwells to clear the well-known gap.

Although in the open country, the dog feels his

advantage ; he will not rush in to kill, because he

j^jg)
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may miss, and throw away a chance, but he will

work his way to the old spot, and win on the post.

If this instinct can be instilled into the minds of

young jockeys, they would sit glued to their horses,

and make their effort when within call. I finish

this chapter with the remarks I made in 1852. It is

extraordinary that we constantly remark lads who

as children have ridden feather-weights with great

judgment, lose the art as they increase in years.

This is owing to vanity, to that rock upon which

men of all professions are wrecked, when they flatter

themselves they are very clever and have arrived

at the top of the tree when they have only reached

the lower branches. The result is, they cease to

listen to good advice ; they ride according to their

own fancy, and the first indication of theii' worth-

lessness is rolling about on their saddles, and

flourishing their whips, instead of sitting still and

keeping their horses fast by the head.

In no department of life is the axiom more

clearly demonstrated that " Honesty is the best

poHcy," when talent is allied to strict honour and

integrity, it is a sure road to comparative wealth

;

on the other hand, men possessing first-rate abilities

cease to prosper from the moment a taint is cast

upon their reputation, and their decline of life is

invariably marked by poverty and neglect.
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A resolution was passed in 1865, "That it is

desirable that the ancient custom of jockeys having

first, second, and third masters, should not be dis-

continued, and that a jockey should be required to

fulfil his engagement when called upon by his

original masters according to their respective

claims of priority."

No doubt such a resolution is desirable, but if

masters can discharge their servants at the end

of every season, the jockeys can withdraw their

services at the same period, otherwise the bargain

is not reciprocal, consequently illegal.

The regularly established fees for jockeys are

5Z. 5s. for a winning, and 3?. 3s. for a losing ride

;

21. 2s. for riding a private trial. If a jockey be

ordered to attend a race-meeting, he may charge

his expenses to his employer, or divide them

between his masters.

A custom has been introduced to charge 25Z.

for riding in the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger,

which the Jockey Club do not sanction.
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE RULES OF BETTING.

Rule 1.—In all bets there must be a possibility

to win when the bet is made.

Remark.—If money be betted P.P. against

horses dead or legally struck ont at the time the

bet was laid, it would be void ; but not so if the

horse was dying, or if laid before the declaration

was made ; or if by any possibility at the time the

bet was made the horse could start, it would hold

good. With respect to bets on facts, if A., after

measuring the height of a room, backs his opinion

against B., who has never ascertained it, and is

ignorant that A. has taken this advantage, the bet

would be void ; equally so if A., after consulting

a dictionary, betted on the spelling of a word, the

wager would not hold good, because these are

attempts to commit robberies.

Rule 2.—The interests of the bets are insepa-

rable with the interests of the stakes, except when

the winning horse is disqualified, owing to a de-
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fault in making stakes, or if an objection be made

to the qualification of a horse on the ground of

incorrect pedigree or nomination after the race is

run, the bets shall go to the horse that comes in

first, provided he is of the right age, and that in

other respects he has not transgi^essed the ' Kules

of Racing ;
' but if the owner of a horse or a person

on his behalf succeeds by fraud or by false state-

ments in starting him for a race for which he is

legally disqualified, making himself liable to the

penalties in Eule 17, ' Laws of Eacing,' the bets

will go with the stakes, whether any objection be

made either before, or after, the race.

Remark.— If in a match or sweepstakes, the

money is not paid to the stakeholder, the horse

which wins cannot receive the stakes or match

money. The owner must pay the whole amount

as a beaten horse, but he would be entitled to

receive the bets. This is generally understood.

I cannot deny that by artifice a horse owner may

gain an advantage by the working of this clause.

If, for instance, A. takes 10,000Z. to 100?. his horse

wins the Cesarewitch, and 10,000?. to 100?. he

wins the Cambridgeshire ; by omitting to pay

his stake in the former race, he would receive the

bet if his horse came in. first, but the second horse

in the race would be the winner of the Cesarewitch

Stakes, and A's. horse would start for the Cam-
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bridgeshire without the 7 lbs. penalty. The fraud

might be punished by expulsion from Newmarket.

I put a hypothetical case, which may never occur, to

show the impossibility of any law to debar roguery

if the horse owner is so inclined. In order to pro-

mote fair play, it is imperative that after the

numbers have been TelegTaphed under official

authority, that objections should be made before

the race to protect the public, in default of which

the bets go to the horse which comes in first, even

if the nominator is subsequently ascertained to be

dead, or if the legality of the scratching be dis-

puted without fraud or culpable misrepresentation.

In cases of incorrect nomination—for instance,

entering a horse which has won for a Maiden Plate.

2nd. In the case of Newcastle named for the

Stakes, at York, 1859, for horses which had never

won 100/., he having previously won a larger sum

;

or, 3rd, Starlight winning a 50Z. Sweepstakes for

horses not engaged in the Newmarket Stakes, in

which he was nominated.

4th. Horses in the forfeit list thereby dis-

qualified to run in public being ignorantly allowed

to be entered ; but if the owner of the horse was

aware that his horse was on the registry, it be-

comes a fraudulent entry, and may be investigated

within one year from the date of the offence ; bets

and stakes would then go to the second horse.
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5tli. A horse named for an engagement hona

fide the property of officers or of members of a

particular chib, Avhich on investigation turns out

to belong to a stranger. In these cases, if the

objection be not made until after the race, the

bets go to the horses which come in first, if they

are not otherwise disqualified by the 'Laws of

Racing/ and if no especial fraud has been perpe-

trated in obtaining permission to start, but the

stakes or plate go to the second horse.

The object of this Rule is transparent. It is

presumed that the owners or trainers of the horses

engaged ought to have known that No. 1 was not

a maiden, that No. 2 had won 100/., wdiich was

registered in the ' Racing Calendar,' that No. 3

was named in the Newmarket Stakes, that No. 4

was registered a defaulter, and that No. 5 w^as

entered under suspicious circumstances. Then of

course the proper time to complain was before the

race, when these horses would not have been

allowed to start, instead of waiting with a nest

egg to ascertain the result of the race, which if

favourable to the possessor of the secret would

not be mentioned, but reserved for a future

occasion. The authorities will not countenance

this cunning and duplicity.

Rule 3.—All double bets must be considered
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Play or Pay. If the first event terminates in a

dead heat, and the stakes or plate are equally

divided, or if a match be off on equal terms, the

bet is off, and the contract is at an end without

reference to the future events, which were con-

tingent. Although P. P. betting is a formidable

medium to extract money from the public, it must

be acknowledged that it is impossible to make a

book on any important race without the security

of Play or Pay. Strenuous exertions have been

made by the Jockey Club since 1804, first to con-

fine the P. P. betting to the Derby, Oaks, and St.

Leger, Newmarket Stakes, Oatlands, and the

Pavilion Stakes at Brigliton ; then in 1811 to

contract the betting to the Derby, Oaks, and St.

Leger. In 1812 a circumstance occurred at New-

market which ought to have opened the eyes of

the Jockey Club to the fact that non P. P. betting

was impracticable in large betting races, and that

the ring could not protect themselves against the

tricks of horse owners without P. P. Two liorses

belonging to a noble lord—Cwrw, and a colt by

Kemembrancer— were in the Two Thousand

Guineas Stakes. The latter was backed to win

20,000^. He was ridden past the King, with

Chiffney on his back, and a stable lad on Cwrw.

At the starting post, Chiffney changed his mount.
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Cwrw became first favourite, and won an immense

stake. The Eemembrancer colt did not start, by

which the Eing lost a great portion of their field

money, the Two Thousand Guineas Stakes at that

time not being a P. P. race, but it has been so ever

since.

The Jockey Club, not enlightened by ex-

perience, resolved, on June 1, 1815, "that no

bet which shall be made on the Derby and Oaks

after that date shall be considered P. P., unless

specified as such between the parties at the time

the bet is laid. That the above regulation be ap-

plicable to the St, Leger Stakes, at Doncaster, from

October 1, 1815." This resolution was a nullity,

as no bettor would lay long odds without P. P.

The Jockey Club stood convicted of imbecility.

It must be evident to every man who will take

the trouble to think, that if the Jockey Club had

the power to abolish P. P. betting, they could not

prevent horse owners from robbing the Ring or

their own friends, by starting horses unprepared

—if a person has backed a horse for a large sum of

money not P. P., there is no satisfaction in seeing

him run either lame or coughing, or with a big

belly. Make the law as you please, the Jockey

Club l:ave no power to prevent a robbery being

committed, if the horse owner, or trainer, or jockey

d2
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are so inclined ; but the present members are infi-

nitely wiser than the preceding generation, tliey

repudiate and ignore betting altogether, and thereby

escape the trouble and responsibility of adjudging

unpleasant disputes, which fall to the lot of a few

men who will work for the public.

There are three modes of betting on single

events—Play or Pay, with a forfeit attached, and

not P. P. : a P. P. bet, in the event of a compromise,

pays and receives in that proportion.

Betting with a forfeit, you may declare to pay.

according to Eule 12 ; having declared forfeit, you

receive nothing in the event of the horse you

backed winning the race, but you save your forfeit

;

in betting on double events, the horse which

receives forfeit, or a compromise, on the stakes or

match is the winner—" All bets on a match which

terminates in a dead heat are void, and if the

match be run over again instanter, it is considered

a fresh engagement.

If two or more horses run a dead heat in a

sweepstakes or plate, and the owners agree to com-

promise, the bets would be put together and

divided in the same proportion as the principals

share the prize. There was an old rule wliicli is

now acted upon—" All forfeits or money paid on

compromising a match or sweepstakes shall hond
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fide be entered in the day book, in order that all

bettors may ascertain in what proportion they are

to pay and receive."

In order to promote sport, and to prevent

stakes and plates from being compromised after

dead heats, the horses are penalized in all future

events to carry any extra weight which the winner

of the ivliole stake would be entitled to carry. In

double events, the death of the nominator of a

horse named in the contract would nullify the bet

;

but not so in the event of the horse dying. The

reason is obvious, the OAvner of a lame horse would

destroy him to wipe off a bad bet ; it would be a

different affair to destroy the nominator. If A.

takes lOOZ. to 101. that the winner of the Two

Thousand Guinea Stakes wins the Derby, and the

horse named wins the first event, but is not entered

for the latter race, the bet is lost. A. has had a

chance to win. If A. had taken a different view

of the subject, the explanation ought to have been

offered w^hen he made the bet. In this instance,

the layer of the odds is entitled to a double chance.

In collateral betting, backing horses to mn against

losing, the oldest registered precedent , is Case 5

—Sir F. Standish's Eoyalist, for his two matches.

He won the first, and the second was off by con-

sent. The stewards of the Jockey Club awarded
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him one half of the bet. If therefore A. backs

himself to win three matches against losing them,

and the result is that he wins two, and runs a dead

heat or compromises the thu-d on even terms, A.

would be entitled to receive two-thirds of the

amount of the bet. If in collateral betting, the

words "absolutely wins" are used, then all the

events must be won.by the same party or the bet

is void. If upon backing a certain number of

horses against the field, one or more of the horses

named should be disqualified, or should have been

.struck out, or should not have been entered, the

bet stands good, provided there be one horse in

the lot qualified to run at the time the bet was

made ; but if all the horses named in the bet were

disqualified when the bet was laid, it is void, on

the principle that you cannot lose when you can-

not win. Bets made when the horses are running

are not binding until both parties say " done
;

"

that is to say, that the proposer of the bet

responds in the affirmative to the acceptor. If,

during the race, a bet is made that a horse actually

wins, and he runs a dead heat, the bet is lost. In

1839, when Charles XII. and Euclid ran a dead

heat for the St. Leger, heavy bets were made after

they had past the winning-post, before the judge's

decision was known. A question arose whether
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these bets, according to law, should stand over to

be decided by the next heat, or whether they were

oif. It was determined they should be void, on

the plea that the wagers related to the decision of

the judge after the race terminated. With re-

spect to bets made in running, they would be de-

cided by the final result.

If a match be run by mistake, after the principals

liave compromised, it does not affect the betting

on the result. At Epsom, 1796, Lord Clermont's

Hornpij^e beat Lord Egremont's Atropa, Derby

course, 50 gs. This match was agreed to be com-

promised by Lord Egremont paying 35 gs. ; but

the fillies had started, and run 200 or 300 yards

before the jockeys were informed that the match

was off. Atropa's rider then pulled up, but having

started it was considered a race, and the bets were

paid accordingly. Therefore, whatever agreement

may be made to withdraw a horse in a plate,

match, or sweepstakes, and the agent is not in

time to recall him before the actual start, or

before the starter has called upon the rider to

take his place, all bets relating to him are Play

or Pay. In 1847, the stewards decided at New-

market that the winner of a private handicap-

sweepstakes was exempted from carrying the extra

penalty of weight attached to the winners of
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handicaps subsequent to the publication of the

weights. This decision was erroneous, and sanc-

tioned neither by law or custom. Fortunately

this exemption has never since been claimed ; it

ought not to be allowed, unless the articles specifies

that private handicap sweepstakes have an immu-

nity. It is easy to draw up the articles with this

explanation, '- Winners of handicaps with jpiMic

money added, to carry extra."

There is a general antagonism between the

patrons and employers of the touters and the

owners of horses, who may wish to back them

when they think they have a chance to win. In

the event of a hopeful trial, the tactics of the

watchers are so well established that their inform-

ation always reaches head-quarters sooner than

the report from the stable ; and before the owner

has made a bet, the cream of the market has been

swept off, nothing is left but the skim-milk, or the

painful operation of scratching him for his engage-

ment, and incurring the vituperations of the in-

itiated in the garb of injured innocence ivlio claim the

horse as their private property, on the strength of

liaving backed him, owing to information from

their touts, or from some paid traitor in the

stable.

Why do you allow that man to ride on New-
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market Heath, when he has owed you money for

many years, and you know he is a general defaulter,

and that there is not a greater rogue in England ^

That is the very reason, my friend replied, " I hope

he will never be warned off ; as long as he is here,

he cannot be seen in the rino', but he bets bv

commission ; he is sharp and clever, intimate with

all the touts, smells a robbery like a detective,

and some day if he escape justice, he will walk

into a sum of money, and then I shall be paid.

Turn him off the course, and my chance is lost for

ever," such is Turf morality—self-interest pre-

dominates.

There are three classes of wolves, who prey on

the unwary. The welchers, who live by robbery,

generally inform their victims that they are

members of Tattersall's. 2ndly. The Kegistered

defaulters, who bet outside the ring, some of whom
have been warned off. 3rdly. The tolerated de-

faulters, a large class against whom their creditors

will not enforce this law, either from a friendly

feeling, or in the hope that eventually the tide will

turn, and by patience they may obtain a percen-

tasre of their debts. All bets with the first and

second class may be declared off, unless the person

who wagers with them was aware of their state

and condition, then by so doing he puts himself
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on an equality with the defaulters. He has no

excuse for not settling in the event of losing

his money, although the defaulter cannot appeal

for justice, because he is in the situation of an

outlaw.

The rule is clear : he who does not pay what he

has lost, is not entitled to receive what he may

have won, unless he pays his debts within the

prescribed time, viz. "one year." It frequently

happens, tliat persons who have neither the means

nor the intention of paying their debts, attend at

the setthng day, collect all the money they can

obtain from their dupes, and then levant. In all

suspicious cases, every man is justified in with-

holding the amount of claims if he has good reason

to doubt the honesty of the settling. The debtor

may refuse to pay, till he is satisfied of the solvency

and good faith of his creditor. It also frequently

happens, that persons who have no intention of

defrauding their creditors, obtain accommodation

for time, or make agreements for future payments.

These persons are not to be considered defaulters,

and nobody can legally refuse to pay their just

claims, if they satisfy the demands of their creditors,

in failure of which, any of their debtors may refuse

to pay, and the settlement is suspended. A person

can only be deemed and treated as a defaulter by
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his absconding or by the sentence of a competent

tribunal.

If A. has won money from B., which B. refuses to

pay on the plea that A. is in default to C. D., B.,

to justify his refusal, must prove that C. D. have

demanded their money from A., and have not been

able to obtain it, aud that it is without their

consent that A. remains indebted to them. But I

repeat that amicable arrangements between debtors

and creditors involving postponements of settle-

ments do not constitute cases of default. If A.

has won money from B., and cannot get paid at

the proper time of settling, A. may declare off any

bets with him on future events. A. cannot declare

off his bets with B., because B. is indebted to C.

;

but if A. has reasonable grounds for thinking that

B. will not pay if he loses, he can protect himself

by the 4th rule of betting.

If a person has at any time compromised his

betting debts, it is not to be presumed that he Avill

speculate on racing events, until he has paid his

creditors in full ; otherwise he can neither in point

of justice or good faith exact from any future

debtor a larger percentage than he himself paid.

The adoption of this principle Avould give a higher

tone to the morality of the betting community, and

it ought to be sanctioned by legislative enactment.
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CHAPTER VI.

ON THE SALE AND PURCHASE OF HORSES.

A Racehorse, if sold without insertion of his

engagements, is deemed to be sold without them.

If it is intended that a horse shall be sold with

his engagements, it should be so expressed before

the contract of sale is concluded; and if the

horse is sold by public auction, it should be so

stated in the catalogue of sale, or announced

by the auctioneer when the animal is put up for

sale.

As the value of a racehorse frequently depends

upon his engagements, it is of the utmost impor-

tance to the buyer, that at the time of the sale

he should inquire of the seller what engagements

the horse is under ; and to the seller that he

should, upon such inquiry, fully and truly disclose

them.

So in like manner should inquiry and disclosure

be made of any matters which operate as disquali-

fications or obstacles to the horses starting for any
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race ; such, for instance, as default in payment

of former stakes or forfeits (see Kules 26, 27),

&c., &c.

When the purchaser may return the horse

;

when he cannot return him, but may sue the

seller in an action at law ; and when he can do

neither, shall shortly be considered ; but before

doing so it will be well to call attention to the

distinctions well recognized by the lawyers, though

very imperfectly understood by others, between

a warranty and a mere representation—because

unless this distinction is appreciated, the respective

rights and liabilities of the purchaser and seller

can never be rendered intelligible.

Fii'st, then, as to a warranty :

—

A warranty always forms, and by each of the

parties must, at the time of sale, be understood to

form, a part of this contract of sale. It is, in short,

a statement respecting the horse, coupled with an

undertaking or agreement on the part of the seller

that such statement is true and correct in every

respect.

No particular form of words is necessaiy to

constitute a warranty ; nor need a warranty be in

writing. It is sufficient if tlie language used is

such that from it, it can fairly and reasonably be

inferred that both parties intended that a promise
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on tlie part of the seller that his statements re-

specting the horse were true and correct, should

form a part of the bargain between them. It

need hardly be suggested that for the sake of

disputes, whenever a warranty is intended it will

be prudent to have it put into writing.

A mere representation, as distinguished from

a warranty, forms no part of the contract—it

amounts merely to an assertion of that which is

represented, with an intimation, expressed or im-

plied, of the seller's belief that what he so asserts

is true.

The difference, in short, is between a jpro-

mise that the statements or representations are

true, and a mere expression of belief that they

are so.

Those who desire to read a case which has

been determined in the Court of Common Pleas,

fully illustrating the distinction which has been

pointed out, will find such a case in Hopkins v.

Tanqueray, 15 Common Bench Keports, 130.

An erroneous statement by the seller touching

the horse or his engagements, or any unpaid

stakes or forfeits due for him, or even a total

omission to mention such engagements or unpaid

stakes or forfeits, does not necessarily vitiate the

sale and entitle the purchaser to return the horse,
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or to bring an action against the seller. The

maxim, caveat emptor is equally applicable to a

purchaser of a racehorse as to any other com-

modity.

To entitle a purchaser to repudiate the sale and

return the horse, and demand back the price, he

must prove one of two things.

First.—That by the terms of the bargain it was

agreed, that in the event of the horse not tm-ning

out as represented, or having engagements, or of

there being unpaid stakes or forfeits due for liim,

the purchaser should be at liberty to return him
;

or in other words, that the sale was conditional

upon the horse turning out as represented, and

upon his engagements and all unpaid stakes and

forfeits being fully disclosed : or,

Secondly.—That he was induced to purchase by

the fraudulent misrepresentation or concealment

by the seller, or his agent, of matter material to

be known by the purchaser, to enable him as a

prudent man to make his bargain.

But in order to entitle the purchaser, in any

case, to return the horse and recover back his

purchase-money, he must repudiate the contract

immediately he becomes aware of the circum-

stances which entitle him to return it ; and he

must also be in a condition to return the horse in
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the same state and condition as lie was at tlie

time he was received.

For a simple breach of warranty the only remedy

is an action for damages ; the measure of such

damages bemg the difference between the horse

as he really luas at the time of the sale, and the

value of which he would have been had he been

as he was w arranted to be ; and also such expenses

as have been fairly and reasonably incurred by

reason of that breach of warranty.

Subject to what has already been stated, a pur-

chaser who has been induced by the fraud of the

seller to purchase a horse may either return him

and recover back the price, or sue for the damages

which he lias sustained.

For a mere representation made witJiout fraud,

which turns out to be untrue, the purchaser has

no remedy whatever.

As a general rule it may be taken that, in all

cases, where there is no wi'iting binding the par-

ties, the question whether there was a ^\arranty

or not— or whether there was fraud on the part of

the seller, is one of fact to be determined by a

jury, if the parties do not agree upon any other

tribunal to settle their differences.
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On the Office of Stewakd.

It will be well for every gentleman who under-

takes tlie duties of a Steward at a county race

meeting to be informed of the Kabilities he takes

upon himself in accepting that office, and of the

rights and priyileges conferred upon him by virtue

of it.

In law, a Steward is liable in respect of all

things done or ordered in his name, by his

authority, either expressly or impliedly given;

and he cannot shelter himself from that liability

by proving that the funds at his disposal are

inadequate to the demands upon him, unless,

indeed, he can also prove that the persons whose

claims are in question agreed to look to the funds

alone, and not to the individual responsibihty of

the Stewards.

A Steward is not bound to make good any

deficiency in the stakes advertised to be run for.

Nor is he the person to whom the winner can look

in law for payment of the stakes won, unless he,

or any agent of his, has received the money. The

Clerk of the Course usually is the person with

whom the stakes are deposited as staheholder^ and

he, as such stakeholder, is independently respon-
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sible for all moneys which come to his hands.

Those moneys he holds, not as agent or servant

to the Stewards, but as an independent official,

subject, however, to the judgment of the Stewards

whenever disputes arise as to the person who is

entitled to receive them as winner.

Of course, the Stewards may, if they please,

treat the Clerk of the Course as their mere agent,

or ajDpoint any other person as their servant, to

receive and hold the stakes in their name ; in

which case they would be liable for them. But,

unless they do so, they are in nowise responsible.

The duty of appointing the Judge and the

Starter devolves upon the Stewards, who should

take care that those offices are efficiently filled;

for there is no appeal against the decision of either

Judge or Starter upon those matters which it is

their province to decide.

The decision of the Judge is final upon the

question of the order in which the horses pass the

winning-post, unless, indeed, it can be shown that

his decision is corrupt and wilfully at variance

with the fact. The decision of the Starter as to

the start is equally final.

Appeal, however, may be made to the Stewards

upon all other questions. Such, for instance, as

questions as to the disqualification of any horse
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objected to, the weight he carried, the mode in

which he was ridden by the jockey, &c.; indeed,

any question which involves the right of a horse

to be deemed the winner, or to a place in the

race, notwithstanding his having &st passed the

winning-post.

When by the articles it is provided that disputes

are to be decided by the Stewards, their decision

upon such disputes is final, and cannot be reversed

in a court of law,—even though it may be clearly

erroneous,—provided there be no ground for

impeaching it on the ground of fraud or cor-

ruption of the Stewards themselves.

So long as a dispute remains under the con-

sideration of the Stewards, the stakes cannot be

recovered from the stakeholder. This was expressly

decided in a case of Brown against Overbury,

tried before Mr. Justice Coleridge, at Warwick

Assizes, in 1855, wherein it appeared that, in the

spring of that year, a steeplechase was run near

Henley. Overbury, the defendant, was treasurer

of that race, and Brown, the plaintiff, sought to

recover 26Z., being the amount of the stakes

which he alleged were won by his horse * Minor.'

According to the articles, any dispute as to the

race was to be decided by the award of four

Stewards. A dispute arose. The Stewards met,

E 2
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but were unable to agree as to the winner, two

being in favour of ^ Minor,' and two in favour of

another horse called ' Prince Albert.' The plaintiff

proposed to prove to the jury that his horse had

won, and contended, if he did so, he was entitled

to the stakes ; and that even if he failed to do so,

he was, at all events, entitled to recover back the

amount of his own contribution to the stakes.

Mr. Justice Coleridge was of a different opinion,

and nonsuited him. On appeal, afterwards made

to the Court of Exchequer (11 Meeson & Welsby,

715), the Court (Barons Alderson, Piatt, and

Martin) held that Mr. Justice Coleridge was right,

and that the plaintiff could not recover the stakes

or his own contribution whilst the matter remained,

as it was, undetermined by the Stewards.

If there are several Stewards, it is not essential

to the validity of their decision that they should

be unanimous. If, after discussing the matter in

dispute, they differ in opinion, they may treat the

decision of the majority as their decision. (Parr v.

Wintringham, 1 ElKs & Blackburn, 394.)

It is no objection to the decision of the Stewards

that one of them had an interest in the race,

—

e.g. by having betted on or against any other

horses in the race. (Ellis v. Hopper, 4 Hurlstone

& Norman, 765).
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As a general rule, it may be taken that, during

tlie days of racing, tlie race-course and inclosures

are in the legal possession of the Stewards, and

that they have, for all purposes connected with

the races, the authority of the owner of the ground

to order off every person whose removal they

deem desirable.

The purchase of a ticket for the inclosure gives

the holder of it no legal right to remain there after

he has been warned to depart ; and if he refuses

to quit, he may be removed with such force (but

no more) as is necessary for his removal : see

Wood V. Leadbitter, 13 Meeson & Welsby, 838,

which was an action by the plaintiff Wood against

Leadbitter, the defendant, for removing him from

the inclosure attached to the grand stand at

Doncaster. It was proved that Lord Eglinton

was Steward of the races there in 1843 ; that the

plaintiff had purchased a guinea ticket for the

stand and inclosure for the week ; and that, while

the races were going on, he, being in the inclo-

sure, was ordered by the defendant, who had the

authority of Lord Eglinton for that purpose, to

depart. He refused to go; whereupon, the de-

fendant, using no unnecessary violence, turned

him out without returning the guinea. It was

held by the present Lord Chancellor, then Baron
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Eolfe, who tried the cause, and afterwards by the

full Court of Exchequer, that the right conferred

by the ticket was a mere licence to remain in the

inclosure until it was revoked. That Lord Eglinton

had the power to revoke it at any moment ; that

having done so, the plaintiff's right to remain in

the inclosure was at an end; and that, as he had

refused to depart, he was legally ejected.

The grounds upon which that decision was

arrived at it is not necessary, nor would it be

useful, in this work to discuss. It is sufficient to

say that so was the law laid down, and so it is.

The Cleek of the Course.

In drawing up the articles of the racing pro-

gramme, avoid the modern extortions from the

owners of horses; sales by auction, unless the

second horse receives half the profit
;
plates, the

winner to pay back a percentage, which is giving

with the right hand and stealing with the left.

Do not tax the stable-keepers and the black-

smiths to encourage them to make horse-owners

pay double. Some country programmes state that

horses will be disqualified to win if they come

in first, unless they stand at the stable of a

subscriber, and are plated by a subscribing black-
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smith ; this is a hrutumfuhnen. It would be difficult

to find a gentleman steward so void of sense as to

countenance this outrage, which sets racing and

national law at defiance. Omit that encoui-age-

ment to vice, " Horses that have started twice

without winning allowed 5 lbs., three times or

more 9 lbs." This is the excuse for running horses

out of condition to get them beaten, and to reap

the reward of false play ; instead of stating in your

programme, " All winners of handicaps to carry

extra penalties after the weights appear," say,

'* Winners of handicaps ivith 'public money ctddedy^

because this will not affect private handicap sweep-

stakes. Never publish your handicaps during the

racing season one day before there is a necessity

—

every day's running throws a light on the subject

;

but the sooner you bring out the spring handicaps,

which close in January, the larger will be the

acceptance, because the owners are flattering

themselves that their screws will stand another

preparation, and they do not discover before March

that the hard work and ill-treatment of the two-

year-olds has brought their racing form to a stand-

still, and that they have not made the natural im-

provement since the autumn.

In all sweepstakes closing on a certain day,

which may fail for the want of a stated number
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of subscribers, if the said sweepstakes be re-

opened, none of the names of the original LQb-

scribers can be left in without their renewed

consent ; and after the terms of a sweejDstakes

have been published and nominations made, the

engagements would become void by any alteration

of weights, distance, or of the day fixed, without

the concurrence of every subscriber.

Before a sweepstakes closes, a subscriber may

change a horse already named, but this rule does

not hold good in naming for a plate ; a nomination

for a plate pays entrance money
;
you cannot with-

draw it, but you may add any number of horses.

A horse cannot be entered for any stake or plate

after the specified time has elapsed, without a

general consent of the subscribers.

When the Clerk of the Course sends a public

return of the races to the official register, he

should name the exact weight every horse carried.

The Judge

Should receive the list of the horses weighed from

the Clerk of the Scales, with the colours of the

riders. He should not allow any person or moving

object to touch the opposite winning post. When
the heat is over, he should write down the colour
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of the winning jockey, and the second and third

;

then telegraph the corresponding number; in

default of a telegraph he must proclaim the

winner.

The decision of the judge is final.

If the judge's chair be vacant, or if no person

officially appointed occupies the chair when the

running horses pass the winning post, the heat is

void, and must be run again instanter.

In running the best of heats, a horse cannot be

distanced unless a person is stationed at the dis-

tance post with a flag to signalize to the judge

when the last horse passes that post.

The Stakter

Should be allowed an assistant, who should be sta-

tioned about 100 yards in advance with a flag. If

the assistant-starter drops his flag in response to

the signal from his chief, the starter cannot again

elevate his flag or call back the horses ; it must

be considered a legal start; but as long as the

starter's assistant keeps his flag elevated, no start

can legally take place. If there shall be a large

field of horses, or any anticipated difficulty in

getting them well off, the starter should form his

line 100 yards behind the starting post and walk
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them up, which is the only plan to facilitate a fair

start. To start horses from the wrong side of the

post nullifies the race, and imposes a fine of 50Z.

on the starter.

If any jockey attempts to take an unfair advan-

tage, or if a jockey purposely stays behind, or

pulls up after the horses are off, it is the duty of

the starter to note the same in his book and report

it to the stewards.

If, owing to unforeseen delays, the jockeys are

prevented from arriving at the starting post at the

hour named, the starter should report it, and ask

for an extension of time from the stewards, other-

wise the starter has a heavy responsibility, because

he is ordered to start the horses at a fixed minute
;

he has a discretionary power to wait for a horse if

he sees him coming. When a horse bolts and

runs away off the course, the stewards should

determine whether the starter should keep the

horses waituig for him. If the horses run the

course, and the stewards decide it is a false start?

they must return to the post without delay ; no

other race can legally intervene. If a dispute

arises between the jockeys for choice of ground in

a match, it must be decided by toss ; if between

jockeys in a sweepstakes, by drawing lots.

The decision of the starter is final, unless his
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testimony is contradicted by his assistant ; and

his charges against any jockey for foul play, or of

attempting to take an unfau- advantage, must be

attended to. If his authority is not well supported

by the stewards, there is an end to fair racing.

On the Management of a Stud.

The best site for a breeding establishment is

undulating ground, on a light soil, over limestone,

then over chalk, gravel, sand, and loam well-

drained; and the worst selection is a rich wet

pasture, on stiff clay, which is only fit for cattle

and cart-horses.

In laying down the paddocks, if you have an

extensive command of ground, divide them into

parallelograms of about four acres, with a central

building in four compartments, each compartment

opening into a straw yard about 30 ft. by 20 ft.,

with a high paling, and a door from each straw-

yard to their respective paddocks ; this central

building saves a great deal of labour in supplying

the stock \vith food and water, and diminishes the

expense of building. A single hovel, capable of

accommodating two yearlings or a mare and foal,

cannot be efiiciently constructed under 751, ; but

the four-room dwelling, with a straw loft above,

may be built for 200^. The lower positions should
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be 14 ft. in height, with a large window ai.d a

ventilating chimney in the centre, and a pump of

good water in the vicinity. The fences of the pad-

docks should be blackthorn, guarded by rails or

by wooden paling, which is preferable to stone or

brick walls. The land cannot be too well drained,

and the coarse grass should be fed down during

the winter by lean cattle.

With respect to brood mares, whatever may be

the object in view—race-horses, hunters, or hacks

—there are some points never to be overlooked,

great width over the hips, deep slanting shoulders,

short clean legs, with large knees, sound feet,

and well-defined houghs. Mares which have never

carried a saddle are preferable to those which

have been trained or hard ridden, unless they have

distinguished themselves by tlieir performances.

If barren mares are used in light work, carting

hay and straw, they would be more likely to breed

than if they lived in idleness. When a mare

drops a foal, she ought to be fed with mashes of

bran and bruised oats, to keep her bowels in a

laxative state. She will be ready to take the

horse on the eighth or ninth day, and the best

reason for indulging her without further delay, is

because she is likely to conceive on her first pride,

and when she is in use her milk purges the foal.
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Tliorley's patent food has frequently the same

effect on the milk; there is no better food than

carrots.

The groom should ingratiate himself with the

foal as early as possible, constantly handling him

until he can lift up his legs and tap the feet, first

with his hand, then with a stone ; because when a

foal is three months old, owing to standing either

on grass or a straw bed, his feet require to be

rounded at the toes and the heels kept open,

and this process ought to be attended to every

month.

If the foal runs wild for four or five months, it

often becomes a dangerous struggle between him

and the blacksmith the first time he is pinned up

to attend to his feet, and many foals have been

seriously injured during the operation. When a

foal is weaned, he will fall away in condition unless

he has Thorley's food in addition to his mashes of

bran and bruised oats, or steamed barley ; after he

is reconciled to the maternal loss, give him oil to

ascertain if he has worms, the best cm-e for which

is ipecacuanha in a mash, of bran, after twelve

hours' abstinence from food.

When the yearlings are taken up and are inured

to discipline, give them three gentle doses of

physic at intervals of a month or six weeks, and
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five or six hot-air batlis. Never be in a hurry to

back a colt if he is naturally impetuous.

The education of a colt should be like that of a

child: he should be talked to and treated with

kindness and firmness, and never be allowed to

play tricks. Abdel Kader says :
" Kemonstrate

with your horses, and they will avoid the faults

which have brought down your anger upon them,

for they understand the wrath of man ; treat them

habitually with great gentleness, and when you

mount them, fear not to guide them into the midst

of a crowd or of uproar. Let them see everything

which appears strange to them, and in a short

time they will manifest neither surprise nor

terror."

The extravagant prices which good-looking

yearlings command in the market, have given a

great impetus to the breeding establishments, the

majority of which enjoy wholesome profits ; but,

with the exception of the owner of Middle Park, I

cannot discover amongst the gentlemen who breed

racehorses for sale, one person who is willing to

contribute the slightest percentage of his gains to

form a fund for a great national prize, although

the value of their stock will be enhanced in pro-

portion to the amount of prizes in j^rosjpedu ; the

extent of their patriotism in a national point of
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view, to improve the breed of horses, appears to

be in a corresponding ratio with the amount of

theii* annual sales.

There is no greater folly than to shut up mares

or horses of any description in hovels or stables

imperfectly ventilated. The windows of a stable

ought never to be shut by night or day ; in cold

weather add to the clothing, but never deprive

them of the first great source of vitality, " fresh

air."

When a horse in training or in hack-exercise

bites his clothes, strip him : he is a better judge

of what is beneficial to himself than the cleverest

groom. Light-fleshed horses and mares ought

never to be exercised in warm clothes. Thick-

necked gross horses, with strong constitutions,

require artificial aid to reduce their flesh, which

can only be done by hoods and extra blankets.

Generally speaking racehorses ought to be galloped

stripped all the year round, but comfortably

clothed in-doors suitable to the temj)erature.

I have no doubt that roarers might be improved

a stone, if they were trained from an open shed,

sheltered from wet and rain, keeping them warmly

clothed and always in the open air.

Stallions should never be shut up, they require

no clothing excepting during a very severe winter.
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They should be ridden or led about for two or three

hours every day. The confinement of a stallion in

a close hovel, without exercise, makes him suscep-

tible of disease, produces fever in the feet, and

diminishes his power of procreation. Thirty mares

is a full allowance for any stallion ; the number

of weedy animals we see in training is owing to

the stallions being worked beyond their natural

powers of healthy vigour.

In all our gTcat horse-breeding establishments

for public sales, the ground is too limited, and the

paddocks are tainted by the number of occupants.

In Count de la Grange's stud in France, I am

informed that the yearlings are never shut up,

but are allowed a very extensive range of pasture

;

this is the true policy ; it stands to reason, they

have an enormous advantage over our stall-fed

stock, but as long as the yearlings fetch fancy

prices there will be no reformation or improvement

;

it is a case of pounds, shillings, and pence. We
lose every year our crack stallions, because the

wise government in France will buy the best

articles, and there is no public fund in this country

to act on the defensive ; everything here depends

upon private individual speculation.
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Eacing Cases.

1.

—

Cases of Three Year Olds Bunning for Four

Year Old Stakes, ^c.

The King's Plate at Lewes, 1769, for six year

old horses, 12st. four-mile heats, was won by Mr.

Wildman's eh h EcKpse, 5 yrs. beating Kingston,

6 yrs.

The Duke of Rutland's Bonny Black, 4 yrs.,

won the Cup at Black Hanibleton for five year old

mares.

October, 1826, one-third subscription 25^., for

^Ye year olds, to carry 8st. 81b. ; six, 9st. ; and aged,

9st. 31b. Lord Wharncliffe's El Dorado, 5 yrs.

beat Lord Egremont's gr c Stumps, 4 yrs.

Bedford Kaces, 1849.—Mr. Edward's Bed-

ford, 3 yrs., w^on the Hunter's Stakes, carrying four

year old weight.

2.

—

Jockey Changed in the Bace.

Melton Mowbray, August, 1728.—A Plate of

20?. ; lOst. each. Two miles. Winner to be

sold for 40 gs.

Lord Essex's Bay Motte . . 2 1 1

Mr. Bertie's White StockinD:s 1 2 dr.-Q

F
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In the first heat both jockeys fell, and the rider

of Bay Motte was so much hurt that he was unable

to mount again; but Lord Essex's groom being

near, immediately mounted the horse and saved

his distance.

This is the first instance on record of a change

of jockeys in running.

3.

—

Both Jockeys Falling Abreast Winning-posi.

Oxford, August 22nd, 1732.—A Purse of 20 gs.,

for any horse that never won 40 gs. ; 10 st. each ;

heats.

Mr. Hornsby'sgrh John Trot. 3 12 1

Mr. Fry's b g Conqueror ..0212
Mr. Harvey's br h Merry Tom. 3 3 3

In running the third heat Conqueror and John

Trot fell just at or very near the ending-post,

which gave rise to a question whether either of

them had supported his weight past the post, or

whether the heat should be given to Merry Tom.

The dispute was decided in favour of John Trot,

upon a person's making an affidavit that before he

I'ell his weight at least had passed the ending-

post.
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4.

—

Mr. Sparrows Badger.

Beading 50?. Plate, 4 miles. 1753.

Mr, Sparrow's Badger not arriving in time for

the first heat, the stewards agTeed that he should

start for the second heat if he performed the

distance by himself in 9 min. 20 sec, which was

the time Poor Kobin, 10 si. 5 lb., ran the first heat

in ; but Badger not performing the 4 niiles under

10 min., was deemed distanced.

b.—Botli Horses Throivn—Singular Judgment.

Chelmsford Kaces, 1797.

On the Thursday, Sir C. Banbury's Cedar and

Mr. Perron's Peeping Tom started for the Maiden

Plate, heats. Not far from the ending-post, both

horses were thrown down by a servant employed

to clear the course riding across them. Peeping

Tom died soon afterwards. Cedar was brought

round and carried in his weight, but did not go

round for a second heat.

It being objected that Cedar was not entitled to

the plate, not having won a second heat, the mat-

ter was referred to a committee of the Jockey

Club, who determined that Peeping Tom being

distanced the first heat, it was not necessary for

f2
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Cedar to go round for a second heat ; and that,

therefore, he was entitled to the plate.

The stewards of the Jockey Club disapproved of

this decision, and formally protested against it in a

memorandum signed by Mr. Lamb and Mr.Wilson.

In order to sanction this decision made by the

Committee, Sir C. Bunbury introduced the follow-

ing rule :

—

1798. "If a horse wins this first heat, and all

others draw, they are not distanced if he starts no

more ; but if he starts again by himself, the drawn

horses are distanced."

In 1803, being ashamed of their proceedings,

the Jockey Club expunged this order, and vir-

tually condemned the decision which the general

meeting of the Jockey Club had confirmed.

6.

—

Distinction hetiveen a Plate and Sweej)staJces.

At Carlisle, in 1798, a Maiden Plate was given

by the Earl of Carlisle for any horse, mare, &c.,

that never won the value of 501., matches and

sweepstakes excepted.

Little Scot won it at two heats; but it was

proved, and the objection was made before start-

ing, that he had won a plate of 50Z. ; but it ap-

peared to be a sweepstake of 101. each, with 50?.

added by the Corporation of Kichmond.
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The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

" the prize run for at Kichmond must be con-

sidered a sweepstakes, inasmuch as the horses were

named several months before starting, and instead

of any entrance being paid, a stake of lOZ. was to be

made; Little Scot is therefore entitled to the plate.*'

7.

—

Difference hekveen Nomination' of a Hunters

Stakes a7id a Thorough-hred Racing Stakes

.

For the Hunter's Stakes at the Chesterfield

Meeting, 1798, A named b g Duncan, 6 yrs. ; B
named a b m by Kiug Fergus, dam by Highflyer,

6 yrs. B complains that A has not sufficiently

identified a horse, and therefore has not a right to

start.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

" the nomination of A's gelding by the name of

Duncan is sufficient, and justified by constant

usage."

The same case was stated from Lichfield, and

the same answer given.

Signed per order (1798), Ed. Weathekby.

For the Two Thousand Guineas Stakes, in

1828, Mr. M. French named a colt as Palemon,

without any further description. An objection

was made, and the case referred to the stewards,

who decided he could not start.

Eemark.—The former case was a half-bred
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horse running for half-bred stakes. Horses not

thorough-bred have no pedigree.

8.

—

Whether a Horse Winning a Swei

Twenty-three Guineas each, Three Subscribers,

could Run for a Plate for Horses which never

won Fifty Founds.

Whether a horse having won a sweepstakes of

23Z. each, three subscribers, is qualified to run for

a 50Z. plate, expressed to be for horses that never

won plate, match, or sweepstakes of that value.

It was decided that it w^as the practice in esti-

mating winnings to consider the clear sum gained

only, and consequently to exempt the stake of

the proprietor; the horse, therefore, which had

won a sweepstakes of 46 gs. only

—

viz. two stakes

of 23 gs. each, was not thereby disqualified for the

50Z. plate above mentioned.

9.

—

Distance Measured after the Race found Short.

A betted B that a mare should trot a mile in

five minutes, in four minutes and a-half, and in

four minutes—all which it was stated she won

with ease ; but B measuring the distance after

the race was over, found it was short of a mile by

four yards.

It was decided that as no objection was made

to the measure of the course before starting, and
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the mare having performed the distance set out

and not objected to, A won all the bets.

10.— Wliether a Gomjpromise was Forfeited hy the

Horse Omitting to Walk Over.

Lord Grosvenor's Eosamond and Mr. Foley's

Mistake were matched on the Tuesday for 200,

h ft. On Monday Lord Grosvenor agreed with

Mr. Fox on the joart of Mr. Foley to pay the for-

feit of the match on certain conditions, to which

Mr. Fox agreed, and accepted the forfeit. Mis-

take did not walk over the course for the forfeit

of the match on Tuesday.

Query.—Is Lord Grosvenor obliged to pay the

forfeit ?

Keferred to the Duke of Grafton, Lord Boling-

broke, and Sir C. Bunbury, stewards; with the

Duke of Ancaster, named by Lord Grosvenor, and

Lord Farnham, by Mr. Fox, for their decision;

who were of opinion that the agreement between

Lord Grosvenor anci Mr. Fox, made on the Monday,

ought to stand.

11.

—

Whether the Winner Distancing the Field is

Entitled to Second Money.

[The original adjudged case answering to No. 2,

*Kacing Calendar']—Articles: "The stakes to
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go to the second-best liorse that wins a clear

heat."

For this plate Medley won the first heat ; Smart

won the second heat, distancing Medley (who fell)

and all the other horses ; and Smart walked over

for the third heat. The owner of Smart claimed

the stakes as well as the plate. The owner of

Medley claimed the stakes.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

Smart, being the winner, cannot be deemed

the second-best horse, and therefore is not entitled

to the stakes ; to which the owners of the other

horses being distanced have also no claim.—New-

market, November 3rd, 1784.

The same decision was given by the stewards of

the Jockey Club, when Brownlock walked over

for the Blandford Cup, in 1829. As there was no

second horse which would have been entitled to

the surplus specie, it was divided amongst original

subscribers.

12.

—

A Horse Objected to in a Maiden Plate for

previously Beceiving Second Money.

[The original adjudged case, answering to No. 32,

'Calendar.']— At Chelmsford, 1789, a Cup and
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Sweepstakes, \0l, each, for horses, &c., tliat had

never won.

Mr. Godfrey's Judgment .... 1

Mr. O'Kelley's Hunter 2

Mr. Tindall's Prince WHliani ... 3

The prize w^as claimed by Mr. 'Kelly, on the

ground that Judgment had received stakes for

being second in the plate at Chelmsford the pre-

ceding year.

'^ The stewards of the Jockey Club are of opi-

nion that Judgment was not disqualified, and that

the term winner applies only to the horse that

beats all the rest.

" Signed (per order),

" 17h9. " Ed. Weatherby."

13.

—

Basselas's Case— Wrong Decision.

After the race for the Somersetshire Stakes at

Bath, in 1829, it was discovered that the person in

whose name Kasselas was entered was dead before

the race was run; and ]\Ir. Day, the owner of

Listen, who came in second, claimed the stakes.

The matter was referred to the stewards of the

Jockey Club.

It was decided that Listen was entitled to the

stakes, because, of all the horses qualified to start

for the stakes, he was the first, Easselas beino* dis-
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qualified by tlie death of tlie person in whose name

he was entered. But the stewards thought that

in this case, as in that of a horse disqualified to

start, from the stakes not having been duly made,

the bets should stand according as the horses

came in.

This decision is at variance with the funda-

mental principle of racing

—

viz. that the interests

of the stakes and bets are inseparable, excepting

where stakes have been omitted to be made ; the

nominator of Easselas was known to be dead, and

was buried at Bath, therefore Rasselas ought not

to have been allowed to start, and the bets as well as

the stakes should have been awarded to Liston.

*' As at that time there was no law that unless

the objection was made before starting, the bets

should 2:0 to the horse which came in first." Accord-

ing to the 16th law of Racing at that time estab-

lished, repealed in 1739.

14.

—

A Horse Hlegally Allowed to Start for a

Fourth Heat.

HoLDERNESs HuNT, 1838.—The Scurry Stakes.

Mischief 1 1

Mr. Merryman. ..00122
Slyfellow 12 3 3

Gangarine .... 2 1 dis.
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Gangarine came in first the third heat ; but a

cross having been proved against him, it was given

to Mr. Merryman, who ran second ; and as Gan-

garine had won the second heat and was subse-

quently disqualified, that heat was considered null

and void; but according to the twelfth rule no

other horses but Mr. Merryman and Slyfellow

were qualified to start for a fourth heat ; and Mis-

chief illegally won the plate.

15.

—

Tivo Horses Bunning Five Miles and a-Half

instead of Four Miles, hy Mistake.

Ayr Kaces, 1813.—A Plate of 50Z. for all ages.

Four-mile heats.

Marquis of Queensberry's Llewellyn 2 11
Sir W. MaxwelFs Tam-o'-Shanter ..122
By mistake these horses went round the course

once oftener than was necessary, the first heat

making a distance of about five miles and a-quarter,

at the end of which Llewellyn was first ; but Tam-

o'-Shanter having the lead at the end of four

miles, the heat was adjudged to him.

16.

—

Match Starting at the Wrong Post.

At Lewes Eaces, 1805, Sancho and Bobtail, by

mistake, started at the wrong post, and ran about
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one mile and a-quarter, instead of one mile, for

which the race was made. Sancho came in front;

"The stewards of the Jockey Club are of

opinion that the race was valid, as they had com-

pleted the distance, and Sancho was the winner.

" Signed (per order),

" E. Weatheeby."

17.

—

Stetvards Bevoldng their Decision after

Distancing a Horse.

Dumfries, October, 1795.

Lord Darlington's b m Constant.

Sir H. Williamson's b h Hamilton.

In the last round of the first heat Hamilton

went off the course, and lost so much ground, that

from the dropping of the flag at the distance-post,

it appeared to the stewards that Hamilton was

distanced, and it was declared accordingly; but

upon hearing the evidence of the starter, who de-

clared Hamilton had passed before he dropped the

flag, the stewards revoked their first decision ; and

Lord DarKngton refusing to start his mare again,

on hearing the first decision of the stewards. Sir

H. Williamson's horse walked over the course.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

the stewards of Dumfries had a right to revoke
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their decision of Hamilton being distanced on the

evidence of the person who held the distance-flag,

and that the parties concerned, according to the

articles advertised, were bound by the decision of

the stewards.

18.

—

Short of Weight—Sorse TaJcen Away—Bridle

not Alloived.

Buxton, 1825—A plate of mi.

Guy Faux 11
Miss Forester 2 2

Arachne dis.

Arachne came in first for both heats ; but her

rider weighing after the first heat without his

bridle was a trifle short of weight, and the filly

had been incautiously led away. An objection

was made, and she was allowed to start for the

second heat, under protest, subject to a subsequent

decision.

It was adjudged that she was distanced.

An identical case happened at Doncaster, 1809,

when the Duke of Hamilton's Petronius having

won the third heat of the 1001. plate for three

and four year olds,, was incautiously led away

from the weighing-stand,—the jockey was a trifle

short of weight, and the bridle was not allowed to

be added.
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1^.—False Start—St. Leger.

DoNCASTER, 1819.—St. Leger Stakes.

Antonio 1

Wrangler 2

Archibald 3

In consequence of a representation to the

stewards that several horses at the starting-post

had not gone off with the rest, the above was in

the first instance declared a false start—subject,

however, to a reference ; and a fresh race was run

as follows :

—

Sir Walter 1

Wrangler 2

Archibald 3

But the whole question was subsequently re-

ferred to the stewards of the Jockey Club, who

having examined Mr. Lockwood, the person ap-

pointed by the stewards at Doncaster to start and

judge the race, decided that the race should have

been adjudged to Antonio, and consequently that

the Doncaster stewards should not have allowed a

second race.

Signed (per order),

October. E. W.
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20.

—

Disputed False Start at Newmarket.

For a race in tlie Hoiigliton Meeting at New-

market, 1829, a filly turned round at starting, and

was left behind. The start being dis23uted, the

race was run over again, subject to an examination

by the stewards into the circumstances of the first

start. When this inquiry took place, it was satis-

factorily proved that the starter gave the word

" Off," and did not call to the riders to come back

;

it was therefore determined that the first race was

decisive. Suffolk Punch won the first race, Aranda

won the second.

Remark : The starter should have been ex-

amined instanter ; for the very circumstances of

allowing the horses to run again substantiated the

invalidity of the first start, and a part of the evi-

dence was not published

—

viz. the starter being

asked why he did not call the horses back, said he

was not in the habit of calling them back, because

when one was left behind the others came back of

their own occord.

This adjudged case was, at a general meeting of

the Jockey Club in 1838, ordered to be omitted in

the publication of the * Racing Calendar,' 1839;

and all disputes respecting a false start have been

ever since decided solely on the evidence of the

starter.
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21.

—

Jockey Thrown after Passing/ Winning-])08t.

Beccles, 1826.—Town Plate of 50Z.

Dumps 11
ch c by Abjer 4 2

Cocktail 3 3

Fleance 2 dis.

In tlie second heat Dumps, after passing tlie

winning-post, was thrown down by a man crossing

the course ; and in the first heat the Abjer colt

bolted, and ought to have been distanced.

The owner of Cocktail claimed the plate on the

plea that the rider of Dumps dismounted before

he came to the weio'hinoj chair.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that,

under the circumstances, Dumps was not thereby

disqualified.

22.

—

Jockey Broi^^ing Stirruio-lecttlier after Passing

Winning-jpost.

A jockey of a winning horse, after passing the

winning-post, loses his stirrup-leather and iron,

which falls to the ground ; it was handed to him

by a person on the com-se before going to the

scales to weigh. Query : Does the act of receiving

the stirrup-leather and iron, and carrying the

same to the scales, disqualify the horse rode by
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that jockey, although it was proved that he was

the proper weight without the said, stirrup-leather

and iron ?

" The stewards of the Jockey Club are of opinion

that the horse is not disqualified under the circum-

stances above stated.

" Signed (per order),

" 1837. '' C. Weatherby."

Grey colt Mercury, Cui-ragh, September.

23.

—

In Making Stakes the Trainer considered as

the Agent.

West Kent Stakes—Chatham, 1842, the first

day ; IMr. Dockeray's f Despatch wins a 50Z. plate ;

the second day Mr. Duppa (whose horses are

trained by Mr. Dockeray) names Lyster for the

West Kent Stakes. No race takes place, but

Lyster walks over for the forfeits. Mr. Duppa

not having paid his stake for Lyster, it is objected

that Lyster is not entitled to receive the forfeits.

Mr. Dockeray contends that as the managers of

the races held 50Z. of his money, viz. the winnings

of Despatch, he was entitled to consider that a

sufficient payment for Mr. Duppa's stake.

It was decided that as Mr. Dockeray was the

trainer of Mr. Duppa's horse Lyster, and thereby
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virtually bis servant and agent, and as the managers

of the races were in possession of a sufficient sum

of money belonging to Mr. Dockeray to cover

Lyster's stake, it was quite sufficient to meet the

objection, and that Lyster was entitled to receive.

24.— Whether a Horse is considered a Winner if

the Stake does not ajp^ear in the Official Calendar.

TuNBRiDGE Wells, 1838.—The Stewards' Stakes

of oL each, ^^ith 40Z. added; a winner in 1838

to carry olb. ; twice, 51b. extra.

Mr. Cassidy'sf Maid of Hertford 2 12 1

Capt. Pearson's g Munchausen 4 3 12
Mr. Shelly's Magnolia ... 1 2 3 3

Mr. Bacon's Elizabeth ... 3 4 4

An objection was made against Maid of Hertford,

that she only carried 31bs. extra instead of 51bs.,

she having won a plate at Norwich, and the Hert-

fordshire Stakes, a handicap, at Hertford. Mr.

Cassidy, in reply, stated that she had not won

a plate at a public meeting, the Norwich Eaces

being on the terms of private races ; and secondly,

that the Herefordshire Stakes being a handicap,

he conceived that handicaps and matches were

always excused.
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The stewards of the Jockey Club decided in

favour of the Maid of Hertford only carrying one

extra penalty, in consequence of the Norwich

Eaces not being advertised in the official * Eacing

Calendar/ coupled with the fact that the Norwich

Plate was an illegal race, being under the value

of 50Z. ; but the second plea was not tenable, in-

asmuch as winners of matches and handicaps are

never excused from carrying extra weights unless

so ^particularly specified.

25.

—

Involuntary Jostle.

Thursday, First October Meeting, 1797.

Lord Clarendon's c by the Arcot Arabian and

Sir C. Bunbury's Poplar started for a match.

Lord Clarendon's colt came in first; but Sir C.

Bunbury's rider complaining that he was jostled,

the matter was referred to the stewards, who deter-

mined that the race should be given to Sir C.

Bunbury ; but it a^^peared to them that the jostle

was involuntary, and no blame was imputable to

Lord Clarendon's rider.

Signed (per order), E. Weatherby.

g2
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26.

—

Foul Biding.

York, July 28, 1714.—Her Majesty's Gold Cup,

value 100 gs., for six year old horses, 12st. each.

Four-mile heats.

Mr. Childer's b m Duchess, R. Hesseltine 12 2 1

Mr. Pierson's b h Foxhunter, S. Jeiferson 2 112
Mr. Young s gr g Shy 3 3 4

Mr. Moore's b h Dragon 4 4 3

Mr. Button's g h Ironsides 6 5 dis.

Mr. Dawson's d h Pretender . . . . 5 6 di&

The riders of Duchess and Foxhunter having

been guilty of foul riding in the third heat, it was

agreed that those two should run for the heat

again, when Duchess won.

Mr. Pierson still claiming the plate, a lawsuit

followed, and it was decided by the Court that all

the horses which were not distanced had an equal

right to the prize.

27.

—

Foul Biding and Fighting.

Y'oRK Meeting, September 14th, 1709.—50/.

Plate ; the best of heats.

Mr. Welburn's br h Button .13
Mr. Walker's br m Milkmaid. 3 10
Mr. Graham's gr h Brisk ..223
Mr. Megson's ch h Raffle . . 4 dis.
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The third heat terminated in a dead heat be-

tween Button and Milkmaid ; but the riders being

guilty of foul play in riding, and afterwards fighting

on horseback, the plate was given to Mr. Graham's

gr h Brisk.

28.

—

One Horse Jostling, and the others Jockey

Striking him.

[The Duke of Grafton and Lord Grosvenor's

decision on the match between Tuscan and Dilet-

tanti.]—It appeared in evidence that the rider of

Tuscan, who came in first, jostled and crossed

Dilettanti, whose rider struck him.

Judgment :
" We are of opinion that Lord

Claremont would have been entitled to the match

if his rider had not lost all claim to it by striking-

Mr. Walker's rider before he passed the ending-

post. We therefore think that both sides having

forfeited, the match ought to be void."—October,

1778.

29.

—

A Cross—Claret—Newmarket.

Newmakket, 1831.—The Claret Stakes, 200, h ft.

;

the owner of the second horse to save his stake.

Amphiaraus 1

Captain Arthur, Augustus, Cetus, and Little Red

Rover also started, but were not placed. St*
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Nicholas also started and came in first; but a

cross having been complained of and established,

he was disqualified, and the race was adjudged to

Amphiaraus, the second horse ; and no other horse

being placed a question arose whose owner could

claim to withdraw his stake.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

the disputed stake should be divided amongst the

owners of the other horses, exclusive of the winner

and the disqualified horse.

30.

—

Com]plaint of Crossing not Made in Time.

Canteebuey, 1821.—City Plate, 50?.

Carbon ........ 1 2 1

Merry Maid 4 12
Hoopoe 2 3 3

chf by Truffle 3 4 dr.

A charge of foul riding brought against the

jockey who rode Carbon induced the stewards of the

races to give the third heat to Merry Maid ; subject

to a reference to the stewards of the Jockey Club.

The stewards of the Jockey Club determined

the race in favour of Carbon, agreeably to their

former decisions, on this ground : that all com-

plaints of crossing are required to be made before

the jockeys are weighed; whereas the present
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complaint was not brought forward until a con-

siderable time after.

Original case, Lord Claremont versus Lord

Egremont. October, 1795.

3L

—

Swerving not Intentional—Allowed to Start

again.

Basingstoke, 1819.—Handicap Sweepstakes, bl,

each, with 25Z. added. Heats.

Beppo 10 1

Brother to Coy 2 13
Blue Ruin 4 3 2

Marksman 3 dr.

Beppo came in first the second heat, but a com-

plaint being made against the rider for swerving

and jostling Brother to Coy, the heat was given to

the latter. An objection was then made to Beppo

starting again; but the rider having declared

that the swerving was not intentional, he was

allowed to start his horse again, subject to the

decision of the Jockey Club.

The stewards of the Jockey Club declined to

interfere, observing that the fact of the jostle could

be determined only on the spot and at the time

;

that if a jostle had been proved, Beppo was dis-

tanced and should not have been allowed to start
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again ; if the contrary, he was entitled to the race

without winning a third heat.

Signed (per order), E. W.

32.

—

Running Wrong Bide Post.

Burton-upon-Trent, 1817.—Handicap Sweep-

stakes, with SOL added.

Mervinia 4 10
Catherine 12
Pankakon 3 4 3

Algerine 2 dr.

Mermira came in first the third heat ; but a

charge being preferred against her of running on

the wrong side of a post, and the evidence pro and

con. being nearly equal, the stewards decided that

the stakes should be divided between Mervinia

and Catherine.

33.

—

Running Wrong Side Post—Comjplaint not

Made in Time.

Enfield Races, September 20th, 1803.

Mr. Dockeray's Rosebad ..311
Mr. Pearcy's b h Omnium .13 2

Rosebud ran on the wrong side of the post the

first heat, but no complaint was made to the

steward till after the second heat ; they then com-
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plained, and it was left to be decided by Sir C

Bunbury.

" Sir C. Bunbury and tbe committee of the

Jockey Club are of opinion that Kosebud is en-

titled to the plate, as no complaint was made till

after the second heat.

" Signed (per order),

"E. Weatherby."

^^4.

—

One Horse Driving Another on the Wrong

Side of Post.

Tavistock Kaces, July 31st, 1810.—A 50Z. Plate,

for all ao'es. Three-mile heats.

Capt. Weir's White Kose .011
Sir W- Call's Ked Cross Knight 14 2

Mr. James's Tekeli .... 2 2 3

Mr. Handley's Trinculo . . 3 3 dr.

In the first heat Trinculo crossed White Kose,

and drove him on the wrong side of a post.

The stewards allowed both horses to start again,

subject to the opinion of the Jockey Club whether

White Rose was distanced or not, having been

driven out of the course by the foul riding of Trin-

culo's jockey.

By the decision of the stewards of the Jockey

Club the horses will stand thus:

—
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.

Red Cross Knight .... 1 2 1

Tekeli 2 12
White Eose dis.

Trinculo dis.

35. Whether the Second Horse Distanced can

Receive Entrance Money.

For a Plate, the horses came in as follows :

—

A 2 11
B 10 2 fell and dis.

C 3 3 dr.

Question : Whether B was entitled to the en-

trance money as second horse ?

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

B, being distanced, was not entitled to receive the

entrance-money. (1798.)

Remarks : The second heat being a dead heat

between the three, went for nothing ; otherwise a

horse cannot be distanced in a fourth heat.

36.

—

All the Horses going on the Wivng Side.

Pytchley Hunt, 1838.—For the Trial Stakes,

Compensation, Gadfly, ch g by Defence, Shylock,

and others started, but were not placed. A charge

was made that every horse went on the wrong

side of a post at some part of the race. So much
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conflicting evidence was produced that the stewards

postponed the investigation till the following day,

and decided that each subscriber should withdraw

his stake, and the race be considered void.

37.

—

Crossing—York, 1848

—

Extraordinary

Decision,

For the County Cup at York, 1848.

Dough, 3yrs., 6st. 111b 1 .

Miss Sarah, 6 yrs., 8st. 51b. ... 2

Rowena, aged, 7st. 71b 3

Lecomte, 3 yi^s., 7st. 51b 4

The horses came in as above, but on coming to

scale Flatman, the rider of Miss Sarah, complained

that the rider of Dough crossed him. The rider

of Rowena complained that both jockeys had

crossed him.

This case was heard by the stewards of York,

who decided that Rowena was entitled to the race.

Remark : The most extraordinary decision in

the annals of racing. It was admitted that Dough

crossed and jostled Miss Sarah, driving her across

the natural track which Rowena would have taken.

So Miss Sarah was doubly punished ; first she was

ill-treated by Dough ; and then disqualified by the

stewards because she was driven out of her place
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without the slightest blame being attached to her

jockey.

38.

—

A Horse Scratched out of Ids Engagements

ohliged to Pag the Whole Stake.

In the Bedford Stakes at Newmarket, October,

1847, Lord Spencer struck the Empress out of

this race a short time before the races commenced

;

but the trainer not being aware of this circum-

stance started her.

A question rose as to whether Lord Spencer was

liable to pay the whole stake, or only the forfeit.

The stewards decided that he must pay the whole

stake.

Remark : With all due submission, I assert that

this decision was in direct violation of racing law.

Empress having been struck out was virtually de-

funct. If she had come in first she would not

have received the stakes: and if she had been

backed at the post, the bets would have been null

and void ; she was therefore to be considered as an

intruder, and liable to be fined ol. for galloping

with the leading horses in a race.

A public notification that Lord Spencer had

Empress scratched appearing in the window of Mr.

Weatherley's office before the races commenced.
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39.

—

Loutlierhourgli Case,

After the Groodwood Stakes, 1838, the owner of

St. Luke, the second horse, objected to Louther-

bourgh, as having been improperly entered, and

described as a colt by Mameluke, his dam, foaled

in 1828, by Smolensko, out of Miss Chance, by

Trinidad, under which description he had run

for a plate at Goodwood in the proceeding year.

It appeared that this colt had been described and

entered in three two year old stakes as by Camel,

out of Fanny, by Phantom, dam by Skim ; and

secondly as Fanny, sister to Fashion, and had been

disqualified from winning, owing to the misrepre-

sentation. It appeared in evidence that he was

properly described in the Goodwood Plate ; and

that if no objection was made to his age, the

seventeenth rule could not be applied to the case,

as the horse had started before.

The two year old stake won by Fanny was

given up to the Duke of Kichmond's Conciliation

upwards of seven years after the event transpired,

owing to the proof of Fanny being improperly

named.
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40.

—

Incorrect Nomination.

The opinions of the stewards of the Joc4\ey Club

were asked on the following case, which had been

decided by the Irish Jockey Club :

—

The Earl of M. had declared the produce of

Pasta covered by Drone, as a bay filly, then named

Zelmyra. In the following month of January the

name had been misprinted into Zulima, and Lord

M. having another filly called Zulima, he wrote to

name Zelmyra for the Stewards' Stakes, as Zel-

myra, sister to Argirio.

In 1839 Zelmyra, by Drone, out of Pasta, started

for the Anglesea and another stake, but did not

win. On Saturday in the same meeting she ran

for the Stewards' Stakes, also as Zelmyra, but

with sister to Argirio added. She was objected

to, as Argirio was by Poller or Drone, out of

Pasta ; and the objection was confirmed.

A similar case occurred at Newmarket. A filly

by Whalebone out of Moses's dam, was entered as

a sister to Moses, and disqualified, as Moses was got

by Whalebone or Seymour.

41.

—

Declming to Beceive Evidence on Misno-

mination.

The following nomination was made for a Pro-

duce Sweepstakes at Ascot :

—
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"Lord Tavistock's Sister to Benedick, covered

by Middleton." There being two sisters to Bene-

dick, the nomination was incomplete, according to

the seventeenth rule. Lord Tavistock ascertained

that the other sister to Benedick was sent abroad

some time before the stake closed, and submitted

that the circumstance sufficiently identified his

nomination.

The stewards of the Jockey Club declined to go

into evidence of this nature, and decided that the

nomination was invalid.

Kemark : This is a very injudicious selection of

an adjudged case. There w^as no reason why the

stewards should have declined receiving evidence,

because it might have been proved that the sister

to Benedick sen<^ abroad was actually dead at the

time the stake closed.

42.

—

Similar Case—Evidence Received.

A question was submitted to the stewards ofthe

Jockey Club in the Craven Meeting, 18-10, as to

the qualification of the Duke of Portland's Beham
colt to start for the 200Z. Stakes on Friday in that

meeting, for which stakes he was entered as a b c

by Beiram, dam by Keveller, out of Veil. Veil had

produced two fillies by Keveller, one foaled in
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••
•

1831, whicli was the dam of the Beiram colt; the

other in 1832.

It was proved to the satisfaction of the stewards

that the latter mare was not living when the

Beiram colt was born, and they therefore decided

that the nomination was valid.

43.

—

Wliether a Horse ivas Entered in Time,

according to the Articles,

Huntingdon, 1838.—It was advertised that

" all horses, &c., named for the Cup Stakes,

Sweepstakes, or plates, must be shown and entered

before the clerk of the course on the Saturday,

August 11th, preceding, at the Crown Inn,

Huntingdon. Horses, &c., having run in the pre-

vious week at any meeting seventy miles from

Huntingdon are not required to be shown."

Eomania, having run at Goodwood on Thurs-

day, August 2nd, did not show at the time ap-

pointed, and ran for the Cup Stakes. Query : was

Romania entitled to start, nine days having

elapsed between her race at Goodwood and the

day of entrance ?

It was decided that Romania was entitled, she

having run at Goodwood on the previous week to

the day of entrance at Huntingdon.

Another objection was made to the horse Bravo
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starting for the plate, as he had not been shown

on the preceding Saturday ; but it appearing he

w^s post-entered, it was decided he was eligible,

post-entrance placing the horse on a different

footing.

44.

—

A Stake Illegally Re-opened as the Original

Stake.

Taunton, 1838.—A Hurdle Eace Sweepstakes,

10?. each, 3 ft., if declared before eight o'clock the

evening before starting ; 20/. to be added from the

fund if three horses start. Closed with three sub-

scribers, A, B, and C. C paid forfeit by the pre-

scribed time ; A and B then agree to admit D
before starting ; C objected to its being considered

the original stakes, and claimed to have his forfeit

returned.

It was decided that the stakes could not be

reopened without the consent of C, and that he

was consequently entitled to have his forfeit

returned.

45.

—

Jockey Dismounting before lie Passed the

Winning-post Alloived to Start again.

[Corresponding to No. 1, 'Racing Calendar.']

—

The Hoo Races, 1779. Subscription 10 gs. each,

for ponies not exceeding thirteen hands. Two-mile

H
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heats. Twelve hands carrying 6st. ; weight for

inches.

Mr. Walker's gr Arethusa, 6st. 121b. .2311
LadyF.Eadcliffe'schcMonMie,6st.l21b. 3 1 3 2

Lord Melbourne's gT m, 6st. 121b. . . 1 2 2dr

Arethusa's rider havins; saved his distance the

second heat, dismounts between the distance-post

and the ending-post ; but re-mounts, rides past the

ending-post, and weighs as usual ; starts and wins

the third heat, and weighs without any objection

being made. Lord Melbourne's gr m being second

the third heat, he demands the stakes, not know-

ing till then that Arethusa's rider had dismounted,

and refuses to start for the fourth heat.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

no objection having been made to Arethusa's

starting for the third heat she was entitled to the

prize.

46.

—

Two Horses Bunning for a Plate helonging to

the Same Owner.

At Canterbury Kaces, 1829, for the lOOZ. given

by the noblemen and gentlemen, Mr. Pearce's

Guildford won the two first heats ; but Mr. Mat-

tam, the owner of Moor Buzzard, claimed the

plate, alleging that Guildford was disqualified, his
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owner liaving run two horses for a prize for which

heats were run.

^-' It was contended, on the part of Mr, Pearce

—

first, that this was not a plate ; secondly, that no

objection was made till after the jockeys were

weighed and the horse led away.

The stewards of the Jockey Club were of opinion

that Moor Buzzard was entitled to the prize, and

referred to the rules of Kacing, No. 40.

The owner of Guildford was liable by Act of

Parliament to the penalty of losing his horse, in

addition to losing the plate.

47.

—

Hunters' Certificates not Produced—Both

Disqualified.

Tenbury, 1S22.—Sweepstakes 5 gs., with a prize

added for hunters not thorough-bred.

Mr. Aston's b g by Sir Sampson, 6 yrs.

Mr. T. Pickernill's b g Sylvan, 4 yrs.

The certificate of Sylvan not having been pro-

duced until ten minutes after the time specified*

and that of the other not having been satisfac-

tory to the stewards, both horses walked over the

course, and the matter was referred to the Jockey

Club.

The stewards of the Jockey Club determined

h2
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that as neitlier Mr. Aston nor Mr. T. Pickernill

had complied with the articles relative to certifi-

cates, neither horse was entitled to the stakes.

48.

—

Whether a Horse, the joint projperty of the Suh-

scriher and a Confederate, not a Suhscriher, can

start without Paying Extra Entrance for a Pri-

vate Stake.

Newmaeket Octobek, 1818.—Sweepstakes 5 gs.

Beacon Course.

By a condition in the articles the horses were to

be the property of the subscribers, or pay 50 gs.

entrance.

Mr. Watson's Fitz Orville .... 1

Duke of Grafton's Trictrac .... 2

It appeared that Fitz Orville was the joint pro-

perty of Mr. Watson and Mr. Tibbet, the former of

whom was a subscriber to the stake ; and a ques-

tion arose whether a horse the joint property of a

subscriber and another gentleman his confederate,

not being a subscriber, could start without paying

50 gs. entrance.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

the subcriber had a sufficient interest in the

horse to quahfy him to start without paying any

entrance.
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49.

—

In Biinning Seats a Horse holted and Threw

his Bider—not Distanced, because there ivas no

Distance-post.

Heaton Paek, 1830.—Sweepstakes lOZ. each, for

horses belonging to the officers of the Queen's

Bays.

j\larshall 4 11
Whalebone 13 3

Billy Quin 2 2 2

Prouclfoot 3 4 dr.

Marshall bolted in the first heat and threw his

rider; but as there was no distance-post he re-

mounted, came into the course where he had left

it, and brought in his weight.

The stewards, on an objection being made, de-

cided that he had a right to start again.

Eemark.—The decision was perfectly correct,

for in running heats a horse cannot be distanced

for being out of his ground, except by a person

stationed at the distance-post for that specific

object.
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50.

—

A Horse Disqualified from Arrears of

Forfeits.

Waewick, 1830.—The Guy Stakes, 50?., h ft, for

tliree year olds. One mile.

Mr. Beardswortli's Birmingham . . 1

Sir Mark Wood's Cetus 2

Sir T, Stanley's Lawrie Todd ... 3

The owner of Cetus claimed the stakes on the

ground that the subscriber in whose name Bir-

mingham was originally entered, had not paid all

his arrears of forfeits.

The question was referred by the stewards of

the races to the stewards of the Jockey Club, who

decided that Cetus was entitled to the stakes.

This was afterwards confirmed in a court of law.

51.

—

A Horse Disqualified for not having Made

Stakes.

Workington, 1830.—Sweepstakes 5Z. each, with

50Z. added ; the second horse to receive 15?.

Mr. Hodgson's George IV., 3 yrs. ..511
Mr. JewelPs b c by Frolic, 4 yrs. ..144
Mr. Simpson's Young Duchess, 6 yrs. .232
Mr. Thompson's b m by Teddy, aged .423
Mr. Williamson's Push-forward, 3 yrs. 3 5 dr.
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Three objections were made to tlie plate being

paid to Mr. Hodgson—first, that Mr. Hodgson and

Mr. Williamson were confederates, and therefore

not entitled to start two horses in a race for which

heats were run ; secondly, that George the Fourth

was more than three years old ; thirdly, that Mr.

Hodgson had not paid the stakes and entrance-

money according to the conditions of the race,

—

which fact was admitted in the statement sent to

the stewards of the Jockey Club.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided on

the third objection, that Mr. Hodgson was not

entitled to tiie prize ; and that no other horse

having won two heats, the race was null and void
;

and that no person conId claim the sweepstakes

and the 50?., or the 15Z. for second horse. The

first two objections being questions of fact, the

stewards declined to take them into considera-

tion.

The stewards of the Jockey Club disqualified

Mr. Ashmole's Smallhopes for the Ascot Cup,

1811, for having failed to make stakes. Janette,

who was second, received the cup; Turtle the

20 gs. as second horse ; and the bets were settled

as if Smallhopes had been the wiimer.
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52.

—

A Horse Entered after the Time, and 7iot

Objected to hy the other Subscribers.

Egham, 1838.—Ankerwyeke Stakes.

Mr. Balchiii's b f Slender ..311
After the first heat, Mr. S. Day made an objec-

tion against Slender, she having been entered ten

minutes after the hour named for closing the

stakes, without his sanction or knowledge.

It appeared that the Clerk of the Course in-

formed Mr. Balcliin that it was past the hour, and

that he could not enter the iilly without the con-

sent of the company present, who consisted of the

owners or grooms of the respective horses entered,

including Mr. S. Day's groom. No objection

being made, she was entered ; and owing to Mr.

S. Day not making his complaint until after the

first heat, the objection was not considered valid.

.53.

—

Winning Jochey not Weighed, and Horse

consequently Distanced.

Yarmouth Kaces, 1813. Sweepstakes 10 gs.

each, with 50Z. added. Two-mile heats.

Sir C. Bunbury's Scout ... 2 2 1 1

Lord Suffield's Huntingdon . 3 1 dis.

Major Wilson's f by Selim ..13 dr.
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Huntingdon came in first in the third heat, but

fell after passing the winning-post, and the rider

being much hurt was carried away without being

weighed.

54.

—

A Person having a Share in a Second Horse

Bunningfor a Plate.

Knutsfoed, 1838.—The Ladies' Purse.

Mr. Marlow's Fak Play .... 1 1

Mr. Allen's Vesper 4 2

Mr. Ashley's Clithero 3 3

Lord Derby's Miss Bowe . . . . 2 dr.

Vesper walked over for a third heat, and claimed

the prize on the ground that Mr. ]Marlow had started

two horses.

It was proved that Mr. Marlow had a share in

Clithero, and consequently the plate was given to

Vesper.

55.

—

Chatham Plate— Wliether a Horse which Wins

subsequently to his Entry is to Carry Extra Penal-

ties for Winning.

For the Chatham Plate the winner of a stake

or plate in 1825 was to carry 7 lbs. extra ; and the

question was, whether a filly which had won a

plate subsequently to the entering for the Chatham
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Plate, but previously to the running for it, was to

carry 7 lbs. extra.

The stewards of the Jockey Club gave it as their

opinion that she was not obliged to carry 7 lbs.

extra, and that a horse being duly qualified at the

expiration of the time of naming or entering for a

stake or plate should not be affected as to that

stake or plate by any subsequent event.

It is a curious fact that the Jockey Club gave a

contrary decision against Mr. Batson's Cecilia, who

omitted to carry 3 lbs. extra, as the winner of a plate

the day before, w^hich was subsequent to her entry

for the plate in dispute ; but all similar cases have

been decided as above.

At Newmarket in 1786, Quibbler, 6 st., carrying

feather weight, ran 23 miles in 57 m. 10 sec.

At Newmarket in 1763, Cabbage, 13 st. 71b.,

beat Trinket, 13 st., five times round the E. C. :

—

M. S.

First round in ... 12

Second do
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Betting Cases.

1.

—

A Bet on a Double Event—Second Event

Coin^romised.

Lord Claremont betted SOO gs. to 100 gs., p.p.,

that Qiiill did not beat Serapliina and Pantaloon.

Mr. Burlton's Quill beat Serapliina, and paid 60 gs.

compromise to Mr. Vernon's Pantaloon.

Decided :
—" Lord Clermont wins 100 gs.

" (Signed) Ancaster.

C. BUNBURY.

"April 24tli, 1771. J. Wastell."

2.

—

A Case of Collateral Betting.

Previous to tlie First October Meeting at New-

market, 1789, H betted C 50 gs. on Johnson win-

ning his battle against Perren versus Skyscraper

beating Magpie. Johnson beat Perren ; Magpie

paid forfeit to Skyscraper.—Query : how does the

bet stand ?

(Signed) H. C. Combe.

H. HOWARTH.

" The stewards of the Jockey Club are of opinion

that the bet is void."—October 17th, 1789.
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3.— Winner Disqualified.—Bets go to Second Horse.

A takes 50 gs. to 10 gs. of B that his horse wins

a sweepstakes. His horse is second in running,

but proving the horse that beat him was not

quahfied, he received the sweepstakes from the

person whose horse came in first. Query : Is A
entitled to win his bet ?

Answer: *'The stewards of the Jockey Club

are of opinion that the horse which came in

second, and to whom the sweepstakes was given

up, on proof that the first horse was disqualified,

must be deemed the winner, and consequently B
looses 50 gs.

" Signed (per order),

" October 30th, 1781. E. W.'
fr "

4.

—

Horse, if Disqualified, Bet Off.

A bets B 50 gs. to 20 gs. that C and D do not

both win. C wins, but D was disqualified from

starting, as it was a maiden plate, and he had

previously won. Query : Does A win the 20 gs.,

or is B entitled to a part of the 50 gs. ?

Answer: *'If D was qualified at the time the

bet was made A wins, but if D was disqualified at

the time then the bet is off.

" Signed (per order), E. W."
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5.

—

Second Case of Collateral Betting.

Mr. Bullock betted Sir F. Standisli 100 gs. that

Royalist won his two matches against losing them.

Royalist won the first match, the second match

was off by consent. Query : How is the bet to be

determined ?

Answer :
'' The stewards of the Jockey Club are

of opinion that Mr. Bullock wins half his bet.

" Signed (per order),

E. W."

6.

—

A Bet Declared Off after the Event.

A bets B 15 gs. to 10 gs. that Knowsley beatg

Worthy the first time they meet; B, supposing

the horses would not meet before the Newmarket

Meeting in October, wrote on the 24th September,

1800, to A, begging to be off the bet, as he could

not go to Newmarket. The above horses had run

on the 19th of the same month at Burford, Avhere

Worthy beat Kjiowsley. On the 29th September

B received a letter from a Mr. DoUan, a friend of

A's, saying that according to his request the bet

should be off. Query : Is the bet off, it having

been decided previous to B's application to A ?
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Answer :
*' The bet must stand, as the race was

determined before the compromise was proposed.

" Signed (per order),

"25th April, 1801. E. W."

7.

—

A Double Bet—First Event Lost, Second Off hy

Consent.

A betted B 10?. to 8?. that Whale did not win

either the Garden Stakes or the match with

Beiram. Whale was beaten in the Garden Stakes,

and the match with Beiram was off by consent.

Query : Is A entitled to receive or not ?

Answer :
" The money must be put together

and divided."

Eemark : Some persons have considered this an

erroneous decision, because A after winning his

first event loses 11., but it is strictly correct accord-

ing to law and equity ; the second event being off

on even terms was equivalent to a dead heat. If

A had taken 20Z. to 10/., which probably was the

right betting, instead of laying 101. to 8Z. on the

two events, he would have won 5?., but by making

a bad bet he suffered the penalty.

8.

—

A Horse wrongly Described—Bets not Paid.

2 to 1 was laid on Turquoise against Elinor for

the Oaks. EKnor being improperly named as
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Elinor, by Gustavus, was not allowed to start. The

question whether the bet was to stand or not was

submitted to the stewards of the Jockey Club, who

referred it to a general meeting, at which it was

ultimately decided that the bet was void.

Remark : This decision is of great importance
;

it rests on the principle that if you can't win you

cannot lose, and on the fact that there was no such

animal as the Elinor, by Gustavus, described in

the Oak Stakes.

9.

—

A Bet imjpro^erly Declared Off.

Mr. S. claimed to have taken 100 to 5 of Mr. K.

in 1827 that Matilda would win the St. Leger.

The defence was that the bet was so illegibly

entered by Mr. R. in his book, that he had written

to Mr. S. to know if he had made such a bet, and

receiving no answer, had declared the bet off at

Doncaster.

It appeared in evidence that Mr. S. has answered

both the letters of Mr. R. to the address given, but

that they had been refused and not called for, and

returned through the post-office.

" The stewards of the Jockey Club are of

opinion that ]\Ir. S. is entitled to receive the bet of

Mr. R."
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10.

—

A Bead Heat—Stages Divided—Bets Paid in

Proportion.

The Duke of Kutland and Mr. Wyndham, whose

filly and colt ran a dead heat for a sweepstakes in

the Craven Meeting, 1822, agreed to divide tlie

stakes : but it being necessary for one of the

horses to walk over, a doubt arose as to the mode

of settling bets, and the following cases were sub-

mitted to the Jockey Club :

—

First—A bets B 5 to 2 on the field against one

of the horses which ran the dead heat ; secondly,

A bets B 5Z. on the field against the other horse

which ran the dead heat ; thirdly, A bets B 3 to 1

that one of the horses which ran the dead heat,

and Augusta in the Claret, did not both win.

The stewards decided that in the first and second

cases the money betted must be put together and

divided; and in the third case that the dead heat

being the first event the bet thereby became void.

11.

—

A Similar Case—Heats—Siveej^stahes Divided

—Bets Ditto.

For the Lansdown Stakes at Bath, jMrs. Day's

Brother to Lusher, Mr. Sadler's Achilles, and Mr.

Wreford's Wilna had each won a heat ; Wilna was

then drawn ; Mrs. Day and Mr. Sadler agreed
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to divide the Stakes, and Brother to Lusher

walked over.

Two questions were submitted to the stewards

of the Jockey Club, who decided—first, that the

bets should be put together and divided in the

same proportion that had been agreed upon in re-

spect of the stakes; secondly, that Brother to

Lusher must carry extra weight on future occa-

sions as the winner of this race.

Kemark: Achilles was equally liable to carry

extra weight as Brother to Lusher in any subse-

quent race where such penalty was imposed on the

winner of a sweepstakes. The act of walking

over makes no distinction where the parties divide

equally.

12.

—

A Bet Lost not alloived to he Paid to a Third

Party,

A admitted that he had lost lOOZ. to B ; but de-

clined paying it because he intended paying it to

C, who had a claim on B for lOOZ.

The stewards decided that A must pay the lOOZ.

to B forthwith, as no transfer could take place

without the consent of both parties.
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13.

—

A Disputed Bet Decided hy the State of the

Odds.

Mr. S. had taken a bet of 20 to 2 that Scroggins

and Elis would be first and second for the St.

Leger, which ]\rr. B. refused to pay, alleging that

Mr. S. had placed Scroggins first and Elis second.

This was contradicted by Mr. S.'s witness, whose

testimony was corroborated by the state of the

odds.

The stewards of the Jockey Club decided that

Mr. S. was entitled to receive the bet from Mr. B.

14.

—

Disj)ufed Bet.

This was a case of a bet on the Coffee Koom
Stakes, on which Mr. D. claimed to have taken of

Mr. H. 20 to 5 about Yespertilio. Mr. H. main-

tained, on the contrary, he had betted the com-

plainant 20 to 5 against Mr. Yansittart's filly.

After hearing evidence the stewards gave it as

their opinion that there was a mistake between

the parties, and that neither party should pay or

receive.

15.

—

A Bet ivhether any Horse ever Ban a Mile in

a Minute.

The following case, the subject of a bet, was

submitted to the stewards :

—
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Query :
*^ Whether any horse according to any

authentic documents ever ran the space of one

mile in one minute of time ? Signed, Thomas

Hurst, and John Ives."

Answer: "There is no authentic document of

any horse having run one mile in one minute of

time ; and the report of Childers having done so is

not believed. Signed (per order),

"24th April, 1801. E. W."

16.

—

A Bet on Placing First and Second—A Bead

Heat for Second.

At the Goodwood Kaces, 1838, Abetted B 25 to

10 that in the Sweepstakes, gentlemen riders,

Reuben and Caliph would not be first and second.

The result was

Eeuben 1

Caliph f dead

Skillegolee . . . . ) heat

Query : How is the bet decided ?

Answer : The stewards were of opinion that this

case must be put on the footing of two events or

matches, where the first event was won and the

second event terminated by a dead heat; they

therefore recommended that the money should be

put together and divided.

I 2
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17.

—

Money Given for a P.P. Bet—Horse

Disqualified.

B gave D 2 gs. for the call of 40 gs., p.p. in a

sweepstakes between their horses.

Query: "Will D's horse being disqualified

authorize him not to pay B the 40 gs., though B
started his horse and the other did not.

Resolved by the stewards of the Jockey Club

that " if the articles of the sweepstakes alluded to

were publicly known at the time the 2 gs. were

given for the call of 40 gs. p.p. and no subsequent

alteration tending to disqualify B's horse was

made in them, that B, who started his horse, is

entitled to the 40 gs.

" Signed (per order),

" Friday, Oct. 2nd, 1777. E. Weatheeby."

Epsom, 1796.

18.

—

Horses having started, Comjpromise repudiated.

Lord Clermont's Hornpipe beat Lord Egremont's

Atropa, Derby course, 50 gs. This match was

compromised by Lord EgTemont paying 35 gs.

;

but the fillies had started and run two or three

hundred yards before the jockeys were informed

of the compromise. iVtropa's rider then pulled up,

but having started, it was considered a race and

the full money paid.
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19.

—

The oivner of a second horse claiming the hets,

because the winner's numher did not ap]pear 07i the

Telegrajph hoard.

Ascot, 1868.—Fern Hill Stakes.

The jockey who rode Tomato weighed after the

usual time, and Hippolyta's number appeared on

the board by mistake instead of Tomato. The

owner of the second horse objected to Tomato

receiving the stakes and the bets on that ground

;

but in the absence of nny law to make the objection

valid, the stewards decided that Tomato was the

winner, and it was subsequently determined that

the proposal to transfer the bets to the second

horse w^as in violation of the 2nd Kule of Betting.

20— Objection made after the Bace.

Claxton, which had been scratched on the 1st

of August in the ' Kacing Calendar ' by his former

owner, appeared coloured in the Huntingdon card,

and was allowed to start on the representation of

Mr. E. Parr, that he had bought the horse on the

28th of July, with his engagements. Lord St.

Vincent subsequently declared that when he sold

the horse no mention was made of engagements,,

and Mr. E. Parr having failed to produce the
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written acknowledgment required by Kule 34,

Suspicion, the second horse, received the stakes,

and the bets, by Eule 2, were paid to Claxton,

owing to no person making an objection to him

before starting.
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By Order of Her Majesty's Master of the Horse, the fol-

lowing Queen's Plate Articles are substituted for those

hitherto in force.

January, 1861.

QUEEN'S PLATE AETICLE3.

[It is Her Majesty's Command, that these fol-

lowing Kules be observed by the Owners and

Eiders of all such Horses, Mares, and Geld-

ings, as shall run for Her Majesty's Plates

at Newmarket and elsewhere.]

I. Every horse, mare, or gelding, that runneth for

any of the said Plates, shall carry the weight ap-

pointed in the Schedule hereunto annexed.

II. Every person that putteth in a horse, mare, or

gelding, for any of the said Plates, shall enter the

same with the name of the owner, and the age,

name, pedigree, or sufScient description of the

horse, according to the Eule of the Jockey Club

regarding nominations, at the time and j)lace ap-

pointed by the Steward or Stewards of the Eaces

at which such plate is to be run for. The charge

for such entry shall not exceed five shillings, and

no fui'ther charge shaU be made on the winner of

the Plate.
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III. Horses that run for any of her Majesty's Plates

shall start at the time appointed by the Steward

or Stewards of the Eaces at which such Plate is

run for.

IV. Each horse's, mare's, or gelding's i)lace, as he or

they come by the ending-post, shall be determined

by the Judge appointed by the Steward or Stewards

of the Races at the place where the said Plate is

run for.

V. Every rider shall, immediately after the race be

run, be obliged to come to the usual place of

weighing, with his horse, mare, or gelding, then

and there to alight, and not before, and there to

weigh to the satisfaction of the person appointed

for that purpose.

VI. And in case of neglect or refusal thereof, such

owners and riders shall immediately be declared

incapable of running or riding any more for this

or any of her Majesty's Plates hereafter.

VII. No horse, mare, or gelding that runneth on the

wrong side of the post or flags shall have any

claim to the said Plates.

VIII. None of her Majesty's Plates to be rim for in

heats.

IX. When the age or qualification of a horse entered

for any of her Majesty's Plates shall be objected

to, either before or after running, the Stewards of

the Races at which such Plate is run for shall

have the power to order an examination of the

horse's mouth by competent persons, and to call
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for all such evidence as they may require, and

their decision to be final unless they shall think

fit to refer the matter to the Stewards of the

Jockey Club for the time being, in which case the

decision of the said Stewards of the Jockey Club

shall be final. A Certificate shall not be granted

to any horse objected to until the question of his

qualification shall be decided in the manner herein

prescribed.

X. Her Majesty's Plates to be run for between the 25th

of March and the 15th of November, both days

inclusive, in each year.

XI. The distance shall not be less than two miles, and

the weights, regulated according to the months in

which the races are run, are to be according to

the subjoined Schedule.

XII. And in case any difference shall arise in running,

or respecting any matters not hereinbefore pro-

vided for, or as to the intrepretation of these her

Majesty's orders, the same shall be determined by

the Master of the Horse, or by such person or

persons as he shall appoint.

(Signed) Ailesbuet,

Master of the Horse.

N.B.—One of the NcAvmarket Plates, the Plate at

Epsom, and that run for alternately at York and

Eichmond, are for mares only, as heretofore.
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FORM OF CERTIFICATE

OF HAVING WON

A QUEEN'S PLATE.

These are to certify, that her Majesty's Plate of a

Hundred Guineas was won at the

day of 186 , by

's horse

called

A.B. Steward.

CD. Clerk of the Course.

E. ) * Lord Lieutenant of

j the County.

The Marquis of Ailesbury,

Master of the Horse to her Majesty.

[ The signature of the Lord Lieutenant alone is sufficient ;

hut that can seldom he ohtained without first producing

to him a certificate signed hy the Steward and Clerk

of the Course.]

N.B.—The certificate, when properly signed, is pay-

able at three days' sight to the winner of the Plate (or

to any other person, if endorsed by the winner) at the

* If the Lord Lieutenant be officially out of the kingdom, the

signature of the Vice-Lieutenant is admissible. Tlie certificates

for the Ascot Heath Plates must be signed by the Master of her

Majesty "s Hounds, instead of the Lord Lieutenant.
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Office of the Clerk of her Majesty's Stables in the

Royal Mews, Pimlico.

The Plates at Chester, Hampton, Goodwood, Bed-

ford, Shrewsbuiy, Leicester, Liverpool, Northampton,

Egham, and the 100 gs. added to the Whip at the

Curragh, are given from a different fund, and the

Certificates are to be addressed to the Keeper of the

Privy Purse.

The Edinburgh and Caledonian Hunt Plates are

paid at Edinburgh.

*^* The Clerk of the Stables requires th^ person

presenting a certificate for payment to pay for a receipt

stamp.
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RULES OF RACING.

At a General Meeting of the Jockey Club, held

at Newmarket on Wednesday in the Craven Meeting

1858, to receive the Report of the Committee appointed

on the 4th December, 1857, to take into consideration

the Rules and Orders of the Jockey Club and Rules

concerning Horse-Racing in General,—the Rules, re-

vised and newly arranged as follows, were read at

length, and it was unanimously resolved that they

should come into operation on Monday, April the

19th, 1858, and that all former Rules of the Jockey

Club were repealed on and from that day.

The Rules concerning Horse-Racing in General

govern all Meetings that are subject to the established

Rules of Racing.

The Rules and Orders of the Jockey Club

apply to Newmarket only.

RULES CONCERNING HORSE-RACING IN
GENERAL.

1. Race-horses take their ages from the 1st

of January.

2. Catch weights are, each party to appoint Catch

. , . , . , .
Weights.

a person to ride without weighing.
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Feather. 3. A feather-weight shall be considered

5st. 71b., and the usual declaration must be

made when the jockey carries more than that

weight.

Maiden 4. A maiden horse or mare is one that has
horses. , , , i •

never won a plate or sweepstakes m any-

country.

Plates. 5. A plate is any prize given to be run for,

without any stake being made by the owners

of the horses to go to the winner.

6. For a plate, no person can run, either in

his own name or in that of any other person,

two horses of which he is wholly or in part

owner, imless permitted to do so by a special

clause in the conditions.

Sweepstakes. 7. Where a stake is deposited by the owners

of the horses, which is to go to the winner,

such race is a sweepstakes, and if an addi-

tional sum of money, cup, piece of plate, or

other reward be offered to the winner, the

race is still a sweepstakes, though such addi-

tion should be denominated a plate by the

donor.

Three subscribers make a sweepstakes,

and if a stake has the required number

of subscribers at the expiration of the time

of closing, and the number is afterwards re-

duced by death (or, in the case of a produce

stake, by failure of produce), the race is not

void as long as there are two horses left.
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the property of different persons, and if the

number is reduced to two it is still a sweep-

stakes.

8. For a post match or sweepstakes each Post match
^ *• or sweep-

subscriber names two or more horses of the stakes.

proper age, but can only run one, unless a

greater number is allowed by the conditions

of the race.

9. When any match or sweepstakes shall be Omissions,
'' ^ now supplied

made, and no weight mentioned, the horses —of weight:

shall carry 8st. lOlbs. each, and if any weight

is given the highest weight shall be Sst. lOlbs.

10. When any match or sweepstakes shall —of Course:

be made and no Course mentioned, the Course

shall be that which is usually run by horses

of the same age as those engaged, viz.

:

—
If at

Newmarket.

If yearlings, two furlongs . . Y.C.

If two yrs. old, six furlongs . T.Y.C.

If three yrs. old, one mile . . E.M.

If four yrs. old, two miles . .D.I.
If five yrs. old, or upwards, fom*

miles ..... B.C.

And if the horses should be of different ages,

the Com'se shall be fixed by the age qftthe

youngest.

11. If no day is mentioned for a race it of day.

shall be run on the last day of the meeting,

unless otherwise agreed by all the subscribers.
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As to Nominations.

Description ^2. In all nominations for sweepstakes and
necessary. -

plates, the horse or mare entered must be

clearly identified. The name of the sire and

dam must be given, and if the dam has no

name in the Eacing Calendar or Stud Book,

such further pedigree and description must

be added as will distinguish the horse in-

tended to be named from any other of a simi-

lar pedigree. If the dam was covered by

more than one stallion, the names of all of

them must be mentioned.

"VMien the 13. If a horsc has once been entered with

cient. his name and pedigree in a race published

in the ' Eacing Calendar,' it will be sufficient

afterwards to mention him by his name only,

even though he has never started ; and in

entering a horse for the first time by his

name in several races closing at the same

time, it will be sufficient to give his pedigree

in one of these nominations, and his name

only in the others.

If the name of a horse which has run be

changed, it is necessary, on entering the said

horse, to give his old as well as his new name

in every nomination until the change has been

duly registered in the Booh Calendar ; and if

his name be changed again, all his names must

be repeated for the like period : but if a

horse's name be changed before he has run in
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public, it shall be sufficient to give bis new

name in the first entry made after such

change.

14. In naming for a race in wbicb horses AVhen the

of different ages are admitted, the age of the mentioned.

horse named must be mentioned.

No yearlings can run for public stakes, and

no horse which has run for a yearling stake

is qualified to run afterwards at any place

where these rules are in force.

15. No horse foaled out of the United Nomination

Kingdom shall run for any race until his Lrses.'^"

owner has produced a certificate of some

racing club of the country where the horse

was foaled, or from the mayor or other public

of&cer of the district, stating the age, pedi-

gree, and coloui" of the horse, and the marks

by which it is distinguished.

16. If any horse, &c., shall be named or incorrect or

t •! ii' ' 1 'n 1 1/. insufficient

entered without being identified as before description

directed, he shall not be allowed to start in

the race, but his owner shall be liable to pay

the forfeit, or, if a play or pay race, the whole

disqualirica-

tiou.

17. If a horse should fraudulently run, or Fraudulent

be entered to run, for any race by a false de- petuai dis-

scription, such horse is thenceforth disquali-

fied for running in any race ; and the owner

shall be compelled to return any sum of

money won in plates, matches, or sweepstakes

K

qualification
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(whether handicap or not) which the said

horse may have won.

When a horse has been struck out of an

engagement by the person legally entitled to

do so, if the horse be permitted to start by

mistake for the said engagement, he shall not

be entitled to receive the prize though he

come in first, and if he have been allowed to

start in consequence of fraud or misrepresen-

tation on the part of the owner or other person

having charge of the horse, that person shall

be warned off Newmarket Heath, and the

horse shall be disqualified from running for

any public race thereafter.

Qualilication

dixtes fi-om

time of clos-

18. In naming or entering for any race

where there shall be any particular conditions
ing-

required as a qualification to start, it shall be

sufficient if the horse were qualified at the

expiration of the time allowed for naming or

entering, and he shall not be disqualified by

anything which may happen after the expira-

tion of that time, unless so specified in the

article ; or unless ho becomes disqualified

under the rules relating to defaulters.

If a brood mare engaged in a produce stake

drops her foal before the 1st of January, the

nomination is void, and if she has a dead foal,

or is barren, the nomination is void.

Nominations 19, J^q pcrsou who has oucc subscribcd to
not to be ^

> , -,

changed after a stakc shall be allowed to withdraw his name,
closing.
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and no nomination shall be altered in any

respect after the time of closing, without the

consent of all the parties in the race.

20. When a person takes a nomination for Exception to

prec6dino*

a stake in which the forfeit is to be declared rule.

by a particular time, and does not declare

forfeit by the time fixed in the article, he shall

thenceforth be considered to haye taken the

engagement on himself, and his name shall be

substituted for that of the original subscriber.

21. When any person enters a horse, or Useofficti-

subscribes to a stake under a fictitious name,

or in the name of a person not fully identified

at the time, he shall be considered in all re-

spects as the owner of the horse, and as the

subscriber to the stake ; and in the event of

the forfeit not being paid, his real name shall

be published in the Forfeit List.

Every person who wishes not to engage his

horses in his own name, must adopt some

one name, which must be registered at Messrs.

Weatherby's office, and he cannot enter in any

other until the change is duly notified to them

;

and the change shall be noticed in the first

Sheet Calendar published after the receipt of

such notification by Messrs. Weatherby. No
person who enters horses in an assumed name

shall be allowed to adopt and register as such

the same name as that of any gentleman who

rims his horses in his own name.

A fee of 1 sov. is to be paid on each regis-

k2
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Nominations
not required
to be made
on Simday,

Void by
death.

Allowances
to produce of
untried

horses or

tration, wliicli shall be carried to tlie credit of

the Bentinck Benevolent Fund.

22. When the day fixed for the closing or

naming for any stake, or for declaring forfeit

or produce, shall fall on Sunday, subscriptions,

nominations, or declarations for such stake

may be received on the following day, pro-

vided that there is an interval of one clear day

between the day of closing, naming, or de-

claring, and the day of running.

In case the day fixed for naming for any

stake for which nominations are received by

Messrs. Weatherby, shall fall during a New-

market race week, nominations may be made

to them there, whether so expressed in the

advertisement of the stakes or not.

23. All nominations are void by the death

of the subscriber.

24. In every sweepstakes in which there

shall be an allowance of weight to the produce

of untried horses or mares, it shall extend to

horses or mares whose produce never won a

registered prize in any country, but such

allowance shall be claimed by the subscriber

before the expiration of the time of naming

;

and if not so claimed, no allowance shall be

made.
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Bespeciing Stakes and Forfeits,

25. All stakes shall be made before start- stakes to be
paid before

ing, in cash, bank-bills, or bankers' notes, starting;

payable on demand, and be paid into the hands

of the person appointed by the Stewards to

receive the same ; and in default thereof by

any person, he shall pay the whole stake as a

loser, whether his horse came in first or not,

unless such person shall have previously ob-

tained the consent of the party or parties with

whom he is engaged to his not staking.

AVhen any person has more than one nomi- and forfeit in

nation in a stake, he shall not be allowed to

start any horse for it unless the forfeits be

paid for every horse which does not start, be-

longing to him, or standing in his name, or in

the same name as the horse which runs, as well

as the stakes for those which do.

26. No person shall start a horse for any Arrears of

race, either in his own name or in that of any namer to be

other person, unless both the owner and namer stai-ting.

of such horse shall have paid all former stakes

and forfeits. And this rule shall extend to

forfeits due elsewhere than at the place of

running, provided a notice of such forfeits

being due shall have been published in the

Forfeit List, or have been delivered to the

Stakeholder or Clerk of the Course by ten

o'clock in the evening preceding the day of

running.
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Arrears due
for a horse to

))epaid lefore

be can start.

These rules

extend to

Irelind.

27. No horse shall start for any race unless

all former stakes and forfeits due for that horse

shall be paid before starting, provided notice

has been given as above.

28. These rules, relative to arrears of stakes

and forfeits, extend to forfeits due at The

Curragh and other established Meetings in

Ireland.

To be pub-
lished in

Racing
(Jalendar.

By whom
Lists of For-
feits are to be
sent for pub-
lication.

Tlie Forfeit List.

29. A list of unpaid forfeits, with the name

of the subscriber to the stake, and the name

or description of the horse, with the name or

sufficient description of the stake, and the

amount of the forfeit, shall be advertised in

the Sheet Racing Calendar after the New-
market July and Houghton Meetings every

year.

30. The person appointed to receive stakes

is to send to Messrs. Weatherby a list of

unpaid forfeits, as soon after the race as con-

veniently may be, in order that the same may
be placed upon the Forfeit List; and if he

shall omit to make such last-mentioned return

within a reasonable time, it may be ihade by

the respective winners of the races for which

the forfeits are due. These returns in all

cases to be made in writing, and signed by

the parties making them.
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31. JSTo person whose name shall appear in Persons ap-

the published Forfeit List shall be entitled to tSif List

enter or run a horse for any plate, sweep- toenS!^^

stakes, or subscription, either in his own

name or in the name of any other person,

until he shall have paid up all the forfeits in

respect of which his name appears in the list.

32. No horse which appears in the pub- Horses ap-

lished Forfeit List shall be qualified to be Forfeit List

. T . 1 /. 1 . not qualified
entered or to be run lor any race whatever to be entered.

until the forfeits mentioned in the said list as

due for such horse shall have been paid.

33. In order to prevent persons who are Suspected
nominations

defaulters from evading these laws, and con- may be
struck out.

tinuing to engage horses by the use of fictitious

names, the Stewards shall have the power of

calling upon a nominator to produce satis-

factory testimony that the horse named is not

the property, either wholly or in part, of any

person whose name appears in the advertised

list of defaulters, and if the nominator shall

fail to do so, the Stewards may cause the

nomination to be erased.

34. When a horse is sold with his engage- Liability for

ments, or any part of them, the seller has not of "horses

the power of striking the horse out of the

engagements with which he is sold ; but as

the original subscriber remains liable to the

respective winners for the amount of the

forfeits in each of these engagements, he may,
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if compelled to pay them by the purcliaser's

default, place the forfeit on the Forfeit List

in the usual manner, as due from the pur-

chaser to himself ; and until this forfeit is re-

paid, both the purchaser and the horse remain

under the same disabilities as if the purchaser

had been the original subscriber.

In all cases of sale by private treaty, the

written acknowledgment of both parties that

the horse was sold -svith the engagement is

necessary to entitle either buyer or seller to

the benefit of this rule ; but when the horse

is sold by public auction, the advertised con-

ditions of the sale are sufficient evidence, and

if he has been claimed as the winner of a

race of which it was a condition that the

winner v/as to be sold with his engagements,

this also is sufScient.

35. When a person has a horse engaged in

the name of another person, and is entitled

by purchase or otherwise to start the horse

for such engagement, but is prevented by any

of the preceding laws from starting his horse

\vithout previously paying up forfeits to which

he is not otherwise liable, he may, if he pays

these forfeits, start his horse and have the

forfeits, with the names of the horses for

which they are due, j^laced on the Forfeit

List in the usual manner as due to himself.
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Weighing.

36. The name of every liorse intended to

start must be notified to the Clerk of the

Scales, and his number be exhibited one

quarter of an hour before the race, and if

any alteration be made in the numbers after

they have been exhibited, the Stewards may
call upon the owner or trainer, or jockey,

for an explanation. If this is not satisfactory,

the owner or trainer may be fined, at the dis-

cretion of the Stewai'ds, in any sum not ex-

ceeding 50Z., and the horse shall not be

allowed to start, nor the jockey to ride again,

until the fine is paid.

37. Jockeys are required to weigh at the To weigh
\

usual place of weighing, before tlie race, under after the race.
]

a penalty not exceeding 10/., unless excused ;

by the Stewards for some special reason, when

the fact must be notified to the Clerk of the %
Scales ; and every rider is, immediately after .

the race, to ride his horse to the usual place ,

of weighing, then and there to alight, and not
,

before, and to weigh to the satisfaction of the

person appointed for that purpose ; and if a

jockey riding a beaten horse does not retui*n
;

to weigh, he shall be fined a sum of money \

not less than lOZ. or exceeding 25/., and if it i

can be proved that the owner or trainer con- j

nived at this violation of the law, they shall !

be fined 25Z. each, and the horse shall be
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disqualified to mn in public until all the

fines are paid.

If the jockey dismounts before the proper

time, or is short of weight, his horse is dis-

qualified, unless he be disabled by an accident

to himself or horse which should render him

incapable of riding back, when he may walk

or be carried to the scale.

It is optional for the jockey to weigh with

his bridle, and the Clerk of the Scales will

allow 1 lb. for a curb or double bridle, but no

weight is allowed for a snaffle bridle unless it

is put into the scale before the horse is led

away, and no whip or substitute for a whip

shall be allowed in the scales.

Over-weight. 38. Each jockey shall be allowed 2 lb. above

the weight specified for his horse to carry, and

no more, imless a declaration has been made

to the Clerk of the Scales of the extra weight

the jockey is about to carry one half an hour

before the time fixed for the said race, and the

extra weight shall be appended to the horse's

number when it is put up. In default of

such declaration the horse carrying more than

2 lb. over his specified weight shall be placed

as the last horse in the race, the jockey shall

be fined 5Z. for his neglect, and shall not be

allowed to ride until the said fine be paid ;

and the weight each horse actually carried,

if more than 2 lb. above his weight, shall be
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published in the first list printed after the

race, and also in the Eacing Calendar.

39. In all handicaps with twenty sub- Raising

scribers, when the highest weight accepting handicaps.

is under 8 st. 12 lb., it is to be raised to that

weight, and the others in proportion ; but in

all minor handicaps and in two years old

handicaps, when the highest weight accepting

is under 8st. 101b., it is to be raised to

8 st. 10 lb., and the others in proportion.

40. No horse shall carry less than 5 st. 7 lb. No horse to

tor any race, and Jiorses which nave run m than sst. nb.

violation of this Eule shall not be allowed to

run at any place where these Rules are in

force.

Starting.

41. When the riders of the horses brought Horses going

, ,
« nil. to the post to

out to run tor any race are called upon by be considered

the person aj)pointed to start them to take

their places for that purpose, every horse

which comes up to the post shall be liable to

his whole stake.

42. The starter has authority to order the Power of the

jockeys to draw up in a line as far behind the

Starting-post as he may think necessary, and

any jockey disobeying the orders of the

starter, or taking any unfair advantage, shall

be punished by fine or suspension, according

to the nature and degree of his offence, at the

discretion of the Stewards.

starter.
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No jockey can be suspended beyond the

meeting at whicli the offence is committed,

unless the case has been heard by the three

Stewards of the Jockey Club, and in the

absence of any of the Stewards, a Member or

Members of the Jockey Club shall be deputed

to act for the Steward or Stewards absent.

The pimishment inflicted shall not be de-

clared till after the last race of the day on

which it is awarded.

A sentence duly passed upon a jockey can-

not be remitted by the Stewards without the

authority of a General Meeting of the Jockey

Club.

The starter is prohibited from making a

running start—the horses must walk up, and

be started from a walk, and if the Starter from

negligence or inattention allows a start to take

place on the wrong side of the Starting-post,

he shall be fined a sum of money not exceed-

ing 50Z., and the start shall be declared null

and void.

Foul riding. 43^ jf ^^ running for any race one horse

shall jostle or cross another, such horse is dis-

qualified for winning the race, whether such

jostle or cross happened by the swerving of

horse, or by the foul and careless riding of

the jockey or otherwise ; and where one horse

crosses the track of another, it is deemed a

disqualification, unless he be two clear lengths,

or more, before the horse whose ti'ack he
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crosses. And if such cross or jostle shall be

proved to have happened through the foul

riding of the jockey, he shall be subject to

such punishment as the Stewards may think

fit to inflict.

44. Horses running on the wi*ong side of

a post and not turning back are disq^ualified.

Second Horse.

45. When it is a condition of a stake or Money forijii r»i -IT TTi second horsf.

plate that the owner oi the second horse shall

receive a certain sum of money out of the

stakes, or out of the plate, and the race is

walked over for, or no second horse is placed,

the winning horse is entitled to the whole

prize. If the money advertised to be given

to the second horse is a separate donation

from the Race-fund or other source, and the

race is walked over for, or no second horse

is placed, the money is not given at all.

When the entrance money for a plate is

advertised to be given to the owner of the

second horse, and the plate is walked over for,

or no second horse is placed, the entrance

money is to be retiu'ned.

Bead Keats,

46. If for any plate or sweepstakes, not to when to be

be run in heats, the first two or more horses again.

shall come in so near together that the Judge
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.

shall not be able to decide wbicb won, those

horses shall run for such prize over again,

after the last race on the same day ; the other

horses which started are deemed losers, and

are entitled to their respective places, as if

the race had been finally determined the first

time.

Effect of di- 47. When horses run a dead heat for a
viding after

a dead heat, swecpstakes or plate, and the parties agree to

divide the stakes, such horses shall be liable

to carry extra weight as winners of that race,

and if there is any money for the second

horse they divide that also.

Dead heat 43^ When horscs run a dead heat for the
for second
place. second place they divide any money that may

be payable to the second horse, and if there

is any money for the third, they divide that

also ; and if any of these horses run for a

race in which there is a penalty for having

received a certain amount of money as second

horse, they shall be considered as having re-

ceived only the amount of their respective

shares.

Heats.

49. When a race is run in heats, a horse,

to win the prize, must be the actual winner of

two heats, unless no horse appear against him,

when one walk over is sufficient.

50. In running of heats, if it cannot be de-
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cided whicli horse is first, the heat goes for

nothing, and thej may all start again, except

it be between two horses that had each won a

heat.

61. When two horses have each won a

heat, they only must start for a third, and

the preference between them will be deter-

mined by it.

52. When a plate is won by two heats, the

preference of the horses is determined by the

places they get in the S3Cond heat.

53. Horses drawn before the plate is won

are distanced.

51. No distance in the third heat.

55. No person shall start more than one

horse of which he is the owner, either wholly

or in part, and either in his own name or that

of any other person, for any race for which

heats are run.

Selling Races.

56. When it is made a condition of any How the

plate or sweepstakes that the winner shall be be claimed.

sold for any given sum, the ouner of the

second horse being first entitled, &c., no other

person than one who ran a horse in the race

shall be entitled to claim. The claim must

be made to the Judge, the Clerk of the Scales,

the Clerk of the Course, or one of the Stewards
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Sales by
auction.

Claim of

beaten hoi-ses.

present, witldii a quarter of an Lour after the

race. The horse claimed shall not be de-

livered till he is paid for ; and he must be

paid for by ten o'clock at night on the day of

the race, otherwise the party claiming shall

not be entitled to demand the horse at any

future period ; but, nevertheless, the owner of

the winning horse may insist upon the claimant

taking and paying for the horse claimed.

57. When it is a condition of a selling race

that the winner shall be put uj) to auction

after the race, the half of any siu'plus which

may thereby be obtained over and above the

price for which the horse was entered to

be sold shall be paid to the owner of the

second horse, and this shall not invalidate the

privilege of the second horse as to the prior

claim of any beaten horse under Eide 58. If

at any country meetings the mnner of a

selling race shall by the terms prescribed be

sold by auction, and the moiety of the surplus

be not paid to the owner of the second horse,

the paid winner shall be disqualified for being

entered or for running in any race where the

Newmarket rules of racing are in force.

58. Any horse running for a selling stake

or plate is liable to be claimed by the owner

of any other horse in the race for the price

for which he is entered to be sold, and the

amount of the stake —the owner of the second
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horse to be first entitled to claim, and the

others in the order in which their horses are

placed, and the winner to have the last claim.

Horses rimning for a race which is excepted

by special conditions from the operation of

this rule, are not qualified to be entered for a

handicap at any meeting professed to be sub-

ject to the established rules of racing.

59. No person can claim more than one

horse in the same race.

60. If two or more persons equally entitled

wish to claim, they shall draw lots for the

priority.

Extra Weight and AUoimnces.

61. When it is a condition of any race that

horses shall carry extra weight for winning a

certain number of prizes during the year, or

be allowed weight for having been beaten a

certain number of times during the year, such

winnings and losings shall date from the 1st

of January preceding, and shall extend to the

time of starting, unless otherwise specified.

62. Extra weights and allowances are not Not accumu-

accumulative, unless so specified in the con-

ditions.

63. Horses do not carry extra weiarht for Donotappij-
•^ ^

to matches or

winning a match, and are not entitled to hurdle races.

allowance for having been beaten in a match-

L
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Value of
prizes, how
LalculateA

Winners of hurdle races are not considered

winners in flat racing.

64. A horse walking over or receiving for-

feit, except for a matcli, is deemed a winner.

65. In estimating the value of any prize no

deduction shall be made, except of the win-

ner's own stake and of any sum or sums re-

quired by the conditions to be paid out of the

stakes to the owners of any other horse or

horses in the race—the entrance for a plate

not to be deducted. And every prize, not in

specie, shall be estimated at its advertised

value in sovereigns, and if such value is not

designated, it shall be taken at the cost price.

The winner of the Queen's Yase at Ascot

is exempt from any penalty for such winning,

unless this prize is specially mentioned in the

conditions of the race.

Examination
of mouth.

OhjecHons to Qdalification.

^^y. When the age or qualification of a horse

is objected to, eitlier l^efore or after running

for any race, the Stewards, or those whom they

may appoint, shall have power to order an ex-

amination of the horse's mouth by competent

persons, and to call for all such evidence as

they may require, and their decision shall be

final, unless they shall sanction the removal

of the question in dispute into a Court of

Law.
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Any person requiring a laorse's mouth to be

examined must pay the expense of such ex-

amination, unless the horse is proved to be of

the -wTong age, in which case such expense

shall be paid by the owner of the said horse.

67. All complaints of foul riding, or of AVhencom-

horses not running the proper Course, or of L made.'

any other irregularities occurring in the race,

must be made either by the owner, jockey, or

groom of the horse, to one of the Stewards, to

the Judge of the race, to the Clerk of the

Course, or the Clerk of the Scales, within a

quarter of an hour after the race.

As it is expedient that there should be a

statute of limitations with respect to the time

of lodging objections against winning horses,

no complaints can be entertained after the

conclusion of the Eace Meeting, save and ex-

cept charges of fraudulent entry, or of running

horses under a false description, which may be

investigated at any period within one year from

the date of the oifence.

68. When the qualification of any horse is Objections to
^

^

"
_

qualification

objected to by ten o'clock in the morning of —when to k-

the day of starting, the owner must produce a

certificate, or otlier proper document, to the

Steward or Clerk of the Course, or to the

Keeper of the Match-book if the case happen

at Newmarket, before the race is run, to prove

the qualification of the horse ; and if lie" shall
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start liis horse without so doing, the prize

shall be withheld for a period to be fixed upon

by the Stewards, at the expiration of which

time, if the qualification be not proved to the

satisfaction of the Stewards, he shall not be

entitled to the prize, though his horse shall

have come in first, but it shall be given to the

owner of the second horse. When the quali-

fication of a horse is objected to after that

time, the person making the objection must

prove the disqualification.
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RULES AND OEDEES
OF THE

JOCKEY CLUB.

JRespeding the Stewards.

1. The three Stewards of the Jockey Club Mode of an-

shall be continued in their office till the next

annual financial meeting (which takes place in

the Craven), when the senior Steward shall

vacate after settling the accounts made up to

the 31st of December preceding, and shall

then name a member of the Jockey Club to

succeed him, subject to the approbation of the

members of the Jockey Club then present,

and at every subsequent financial meeting

the senior Steward shall, in like manner, retire

and propose his successor.

2. If any of the Stewards shall die or resign,
l^^^^^l^^

the remaining Stewards may appoint a mem-
ber of the Club to succeed the deceased or de-

clining Steward, but such nomination shall be

notified to the Club at the first general meet-

ing, and if the appointment meets their ap-

proval, the said member shall remain in

office until the expiration of his predecessor's

time.

death or

resiE^nation.
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Substitute 3. When only one Steward is present, and

Stewards.*^ neither of the absent Stewards shall have ap-

pointed a substitute, the member of the Jockey

Club present who has last served the office

shall act ex officio.

The stewards 4, The three Stewards shall have the
have power

—^ appoint power of appointing all the public officers and

the servants of the Club ; the Keeper of the

Match-book to receive the stakes and collect

the entrance-money, and all other funds be-

longing to the Jockey Club ; and the Stewards

shall produce an account of the funds and dis-

bursements of the Club at the annual financial

meeting, and they shall be responsible to the

Club for the correctness of the annual accounts,

and for all the money collected as belonging

to the Jockey Club.

to fix time of 5, The Stewards shall fix the hour of start-
starting :

ing for each race at or before nine o'clock in

the evening preceding the day of running, and

notice of the time of starting is to be fixed up

in the Coffee-room immediately afterwards.

to manage 6. The Stewards have full power to make
the Course

i i •

and Exercise such regulations as they may think proper in

regard to the Course and Exercising-ground.

races

to postpone 7. The Stewards of the Jockey Club have

the power, in cases of urgent necessity, of

putting off the races from day to day until a

Sunday intervenes.
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8. All disputes relating to racing at New- to settle dis-

market shall be determined by the three Newmarket

:

Stewards; if only two Stewards be present

they shall fix upon a third person, being a

member of the Club, in lieu of the absent

Steward, but the Stewards, if they think fit,

may call in any other members of the Jockey

Club to their assistance, or may refer the case

to a general meeting, if the im23ortance or

difficulty of the matter in dispute shall appear

to them to recjuire it. The witnesses ex-

amined shall be required to sign their evidence,

and if either party desires to have a short-

hand writer engaged to take down the evidence,

the Stewards may (if they think proper) en-

gage a writer at the expense of the person

making the request.

9. If any dispute arising elsewhere shall be

referred to the Stewards of the Jockey Club,

and they shall think fit to take it into consi-

deration, the matter must relate to horse-

racing, and be sent by the Stewards of the

Meeting where the matter in question occmTed.

10. The Jockey Club and the Stewards not to decide

thereof take no cognizance of any disputes or

claims with respect to bets.

11. The Stewards have a discretionary may warn off

power to warn any person off the Kace-course at

Newmarket, or any premises belonging to the

Jockey Club, and in case of such notice being

may det'idc

cases rel'erved

to them from
other places

:
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disregarded, to take legal proceedings against

the offenders.

12. If a member of the Jockey Club shall

impugn or object to any act or decision of the

Stewards, he shall give notice of it in writing

to the Keeper of the Match-book, who will im-

mediately request the Stewards to fix an early

day to assemble the members for the purpose

of hearing the objection.

act at Epsom 13. The Stewards of the Jockey Club are,

ex officio, Stewards of Epsom and Ascot.

lor the

Jockey Club.

Be^eciing the Admission of New Members.

14. Ballots for the Jockey Club may take

place in any of the Newmarket Meetings. A
candidate must be proposed and seconded by

two members in a meeting previous to the

ballot, or in case the ballot takes place in the

Craven Meeting, notice of his being a candi-

date shall be given in the ' Sheet Calendar

'

published next preceding that meeting, and

also put up in the Coffee-room on the Monday

in that meeting ; and notice to be given in

writing, and put up in the Coffee-room, on

what day the ballot will take x^lace, at least

one day before the time of balloting. Nino

members (at the least) shall ballot, and two

black balls shall exclude.

Members of the Jockey Club being abroad
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for two or more whole years from the 1st of

January, shall not be liable for their subscrip-

tion during their absence.

15. The ballots for members of the New For the New

Rooms may be in any of the six established

Meetings at Newmarket. Each candidate must

be proposed by a Member of the Jockey Club,

and his Christian and Surname, and usual

place of abode, with the name of the Member
proposing him, put up in the Dining and

Card-rooms at Newmarket (or in such other

place as the Stewards shall appoint) on the

day preceding the ballot. The ballot shall be

in the morning, between the hours of eleven

and one ; or in the afternoon, between the

houi's of four and six. Members of the Jockey

Club only shall be allowed to ballot. Nine

Members (at least) shall ballot, and two black

balls shall exclude. If eighteen members ballot,

there must be three black balls to exclude.

16. A Member of the Jockey Club may be

admitted a Member of the New Rooms without

ballot, by applying to Mr. Weatherby, Keeper

of the Match-book, and paying the same sum

for his admission, and the same subscription,

as are required of Members chosen by ballot.

17. The ballot for Members of the Coffee- For the

room shall be in the Coffee-room at New-

market (or at such other place as the Stewards

shall appoint) on any day in the present six

Coffee-roora.
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establislied Meetings, between the hours of

eleven and one o'clock in the morning. Each

candidate must be proposed by a Member
of the Jockey Club, and his Christian and Sur-

name, and usual place of abode, with the name

of the Member proposing him, be put up in

the Coffee-room the day before the ballot.

Members of the Jockey Club only can ballot.

Nine Members (at least) must ballot, and two

black balls shall exclude.

Arrears of

Subscription. 18. A person, though chosen, shall not be

considered as a Member of any of these Clubs

until he shall have paid the usual sums for the

admission and subscription of a new Member.

And the name of every Member Mdiose sub-

scription shall be in arrear for one year shall

be placed over the Chimney-piece in the New
Eooms and in the Coffee-room at Newmarket,

in the Craven Meeting in each year. And if

such arrear be not paid at the end of the fol-

lowing Spring Meeting, he shall cease to be a

Member, and shall not be again admitted as a

member until his arrears be paid, and until he

be again chosen by ballot.

19. The subscription to the New Eooms and

Coffee-room, and all other charges, except the

subscription to the Jockey Club, are paid

half-yearly ; the July Meeting to be included

in either half-year.
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20. Any Member of the Jockey Club (not Temporary
•^ o \ admission of

being a Member of tlie New Jiooms) may be non-Mem-

admitted to tlie New Eooms and Coffee-room

for any one meeting, by applying to Mr.

Weatberby, Keeper of the Matcb-book, witb-

out any otber cbarge tban the payment of two

jjounds. In the event of such person attend-

ing any otber meeting in the course of tbe

same year, be is to be considered as a Member
of tbe New Eooms, and liable to all tbe usual

cbarcjes.

Election of

foreigners.
21. If any foreigner sbould be proposed at

any time as a candidate for tbe new Eooms or

Coffee-room, an immediate ballot may take

place for sucb election, and all foreigners who
are elected are liable only to tbe bousebold

expenses.

22. Gentlemen not Members of tbe New AdmissJonto
the Stands.

Eooms or Coffee-room may be admitted to

tbe Stands on Newmarket Heatb on payment

of a life subscription of ten pounds, provided

that they are elected by ballot in the same

manner as Members of the Coffee-room, and

that the nimaber so admitted shall not exceed

fifty.

Trials.

23. The day, with respect to the engaging Howtoen-

of the ground for trials, shall be divided into Iroundf

three periods : that is, previously to eight
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o'clock in the morning, from one to half-past

three in the afternoon, and after half-j)ast

three in the afternoon, from the first day of

the Craven Meeting to the end of the Hough-

ton Meeting : during the rest of the year the

first period extends to nine o'clock in the

morning. No trainer shall have the ground

for trying horses more than one morning and

one portion of the afternoon in the same week,

and trainers having less than ten horses shall

be allowed to have the ground only for one

period of time. A trainer not having more

than five horses in training can only have his

name down once at the same time ; a trainer

not having more than ten horses onlytwice ; and

a trainer with more than ten only three times.

Notice for engaging the ground shall, at

least one day before the day it is used, be en-

tered in a book to be kept for that purpose at

the Keeper of the Match-book's Office in New-

market. And no notice or warning shall be

deemed sufficient unless given as before di-

rected.
Watching

j£ ^^^ person shall be detected in watching

a trial, or shall be proved to have employed

any person to watch a trial, he shall be served

with a notice to keep off the heath ; and if in

,
the employment of any Member of the Club

or of any groom or rider employed by any

Member of the Club, he shall be dismissed

from his service, and not again employed.
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Tlie Cup and Wliip. \

24. The Cup may be challenged for on the The Cup.
^ \

Tuesday or Wednesday in the July Meeting i

in each year, to be run for over the B. C. on ;

Thiu-sday in the Houghton Meeting following,
]

by horses, &c., the property of Members of
j

the Jockey Club or of the Eooms at New- <

market ; four years old carrying 8 st. 7 lbs.,
j

five years old, 9 st. 1 lb., six years old and
j

aged, 9 st. 4 lb. Each person, at the time of
,

challenging, is to subscribe his name to a

paper to be hung up in the Coffee-room at
i

Newmarket, and deliver to the Keeper of the i

Match-book the name or description of the

horse, &c., sealed u]3, which shall be kept till ?

six o'clock on the Saturday evening of that ]

week ; and if not accepted, or only one chal-

lenger, to be returned unopened : but if ac- i

cepted, or if more than one challenger, to be
:

then opened and declared a match, or sweep-

stakes of 200 sov. each, play or pay. If the

challenge be not accepted, the Cuj) to be de- \

livered to the Keeper of the Match-book in *

the Meeting ensuing the challenge, for the \

person who may become entitled to the same. i

25. The Whip may be challenged for twice The Whip.
\

in each year, viz. : on the Tuesday after the \

July Meeting, when the acceptance must be !

signified or the Whip resigned on the Tues-
ii

day following, or challenged for on Monday
I
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or Tuesday in tlie Second October Meeting,

when tlie acceptance must be signified, or the

Whip resigned, before the end of the same

meeting. If challenged for and accepted in

July, to be run for on the Tuesday in the

Second October Meeting following ; and if in

the October, on the Thursday in the First

Spring Meeting following ; B.C. weight 10 st.,

and to stake 200 sov. each, play or ;[>ay.

Charges at Newmarket.

Discount on 26. Fivo pounds per cent, shall be allowed

on all forfeits under lOOZ. and not less than

20Z. declared to the Keeper of the Match-

book, at or before ten o'clock the evening

before running; and if the forfeit amount

to lOOZ. and upwards, lOZ. per cent, shall be

allowed. All forfeits shall be paid before

twelve o'clock at night of the day fixed for the

race, and on those forfeits which shall not be

so paid, the deduction for the timely declara-

tion of such forfeit shall not be allowed.

No horse shall be considered as struck out

of his engagement, unless the owner, or some

person authorized by him, shall give notice to

the Keeper of the Match-book, or to his Clerk,

or to one of the Stewards present.

One per cent. 27. The Stakc-holdor shall deduct IZ. per
''^^^'^

cent, upon all sums won at Newmarket in

sweepstakes or matches, where the clear smn
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to be received by the winner, over and above I

his own stake, shall amount to lOOZ. or more \

(unless the winner shall object to allowing
i

such deductions to be made), and the money
\

so raised shall be disposed of in the following •

manner

—

viz.
,

Two handicap plates of lOOZ. each, for three,

four, five, six years old, and aged horses, shall
]

be annually given to be rn.ii for ; one in the
|

Second October Meeting, A.F., and the other

in the Houghton Meeting, from the D.I. x\nd <

if any horse-keeper shall object to contributo
j

to the above fund, he will not be allowed to ::

start a horse for either of those plates.
'

28. The Stake-holder at Newmarket is Jh? stake- -

holder.

allowed to retain, out of the stakes in his

hands, the following fees for his trouble i

-viz.

For every match, one pound.

For every plate, one pound. =

For every subscription or sweepstakes, where \

the whole stake exceeds lOOZ. and does not
j

amount to 1,000Z., two pounds.
|

For every sweepstakes where the whole
]

stake amounts to 1,OOOZ. or upwards, five

pounds.
]

[The charges for stake-holding at Ascot -1

and Goodwood are the same as at Newmarket, ,

with the exception of handicaps, for which the

charge is one per cent.]
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Fees for no- 29. The Keeper of the Match-book is en-
mmations.

^

^

titled to charge a fee of 2s. %d. on all nomina-

tions at Newmarket, if published in the Eacing

Calendar before running, but not on the entries

which are made at Newmarket dm-ing the week

of running.

Weighing 30. The weighing fee for plates and stakes

is IO5. each horse, and 10s. extra for the win-

ner ; the former is to be paid to the Keeper of

the Match-book at the same time with the

stakes, and for plates at the time of entry.

The Keeper of the Match-book shall charge

the proxDrietors of such horses as receive for-

feit, and shall be excused from appearing,

with the same fees for weights and scales as if

they had come over the Course.

No weighing fee is charged for matches.

Heath tax. 31. Towards defraying the expense of re-

pairing the Course and Exercise-ground, two

guineas annually shall be paid in respect of

every horse that shall be trained at Newmar-

ket, and one guinea annually for every horse

that goes there for any race-meeting and uses

the ground for exercise, or runs any private

trial or public race thereon. And the same

shall be jDaid by the stable-keeper or servant

having the care of such horse, and be charged

by him to the owner of such horse. The

Stewards shall make such orders as they think

fit relative to the returns to be made by the
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stable-keepers or servants, of horses under

their care, and if any stable-keeper or servant

shall fail to make a true return according to

this order, he will be surcharged one guinea

for each horse omitted in his list.

N.B.—At present all trainers ai*e required

to send in on the 1st of February, a list of the

horses which have been under their charge

from the 1st of January, and on the 1st of

every succeeding month a list of any addi-

tional horses that have been under their care

since the preceding return.

32. The entrance to a plate at Newmarket Entrance to

plates.

shall not exceed 3 sov.

33. When a plate given from the funds of piates

the Jockey Club is walked over for, only half £?.
^

the amount is paid.

34. The winner of the 2,000 gs. stakes shall Payments to

pay lOZ. to the Judge, of the Cesarewitch and

Cambridgeshire stakes 30Z. each, of the Derby

at Epsom 50L, and of the Oaks SOI., in addi-

tion to his salary for judging other races at

Epsom and Newmarket.

Belating to other matters not hefore specified.

35. Every groom shall have his horse at starting.

the post, ready to start, at the time appointed

by the Stewards ; and every jockey is to be

there, ready to start at the same time. Every

M
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groom or jockey making default herein shall

forfeit 5Z., to be paid to the Keeper of the

Match-book, and by him accounted for to the

Stewards.

The person appointed to start the horses

shall mark in his list the time when the horses

in each race actually started ; and if there

have been any false starts, the first of them

shall be considered as the time of starting for

that race, and he shall make a report thereof

to the Keeper of the Match-book in the after-

noon of the day the races are run. And if

any delay shall have taken place, he shall

state by whom, or by what cause, the delay

was occasioned. He shall regulate his watch

by the CofiPee-room clock, which shall be con-

sidered as the true time for this purpose.

36. No races for gentlemen riders are

allowed at Newmarket during the regular

meetings without the sanction of the Stewards,

and, that accorded, such races must be the first

or last of the day.

37. Any member of a Eacing Club riding

in with the leading horses in a race shall be

fined to the amount of 25Z., and all other per-

sons to the amount of 5Z.

Raising 38. Eulc 39, Concerning Horse-Eacing in

handicaps. general, extends at Newmarket to the highest

weight left in at ten o'clock the preceding

evening in handicaps for plates and stakes

Kaces for

gentlemen
riders.
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wliere there is no declaration of forfeit, and

where the weights are fixed the night before

running.

39. If any trainer shall engage a man or

boy actually serving in the stables without

consent of his last employer, or shall harbour

or employ any man or boy who has run away,

and, after due warning having been published

in the 'Eacing Calendar', shall continue to

retain such boy in his service, he shall not be

allowed to train or run horses at Newmarket,

or at other meetings where the Newmarket

Eules are enforced.

Every jockey at the termination of his

apprenticeship is free to form engagements for

himself, irrespective of any which may have

been made for him during such apprentice-

40. If it can be proved against any person

that he has offered money before or after a

race to any Judge, Starter, or Handicapper,

or promised any part of the stake or prize, or

any share or part of a bet, he shall be warned

off the Course at Newmarket, and other places

where the Jockey Club Rules are in force ;

and any Judge, Starter, or IIandicapj)er who

shall, before or after a race, demand or receive

money of any person, shall be warned off the

Course at Newmarket, and other places where

the Jockey Club Rules are in force.
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41. No race can be run at Newmarket over

a shorter distance than the T.Y.C, with the

exception of two yrs. old plates and stakes

run between the commencement of the Craven

and the end of the First October Meetings,

which may be run any Com-se not less than

half a mile.

This rule not to apply to matches, or to

private sweepstakes of 25 sov. each or up-

wards, handicap sweepstakes excepted.

42. No rule or alteration of a rule of the

Jockey Club takes effect until it has been

published in the ' Racing Calendar ', unless spe-

cially ordered to the contrary at the time the

said rule or alteration is adopted ; and no

new rule of the Jockey Club can be passed,

and no rule be rescinded, without previous

notice being given in the Sheet Eacing Calen-

dar, nor at any meeting at which less than

nine members are present.
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